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Sammanfattning 
Textilindustrin i Kenya var en gång en betydelsefull sektor för landet men under de senare 
åren har dess relevans minskat på grund av ett ökande inflytande från frihandeln samt en 
växande försäljning av andrahandskläder. Konkurrensen från import har lett till högre 
råvarukostnader som succesivt spelat ut den lokala textilproduktionen. Vidare har regeringen 
varit sparsam med att investera i landets elförsörjning vilket också har bidragit till den 
rådande situationen. Följaktligen står den inhemska textilindustrins företagare idag inför en 
komplex och konkurrensutsatt marknad, men trots många hinder finns det kvinnor som har 
lyckats övervinna inträdesbarriärerna. 
 
För kvinnliga entreprenörer i Kenya är företagsklimatet ogynnsamt då det föreligger 
sociokulturella normer vilka begränsar kvinnor att arbeta utanför hemmet och även inom vissa 
branscher. Vår studies resultat har visat att kenyanska kvinnor besitter ett hantverkskunnande, 
men saknar tillgång till finansiella resurser samt färdigheter för att starta och leda ett företag i 
textilindustrin. Tillgängligheten till ekonomiska medel har betraktas som ett av de största 
hindren för att upprätta en verksamhet. Det finns utlåningsinstitut, men där är räntan hög och 
kraven på kreditsäkerhet svåra att uppfylla. Det finns dessutom mikrolånsinstanser men lånen 
som ges där är inte tillräckliga för företag med tillväxtpotential. 
 
Intentionen med denna studie var att kartlägga viktiga framgångsfaktorer för att bli en 
kvinnlig företagare på den konkurrensutsatta textila marknaden i Nairobi, Kenya. Vårt syfte 
var att förstå hur vissa entreprenörer lyckats övervinna hinder som kvinnor möter i sin 
sociala- och kulturella kontext samt kartlägga gemensamma stödjande variabler som i sin tur 
kan inspirera andra kvinnor till att bli företagare. 
 
Vårt resultat belyser att det finns flera sätt att hantera svårigheter på den dynamiska och 
konkurrensutsatta textila marknaden i Kenya. Respondenterna i denna rapport kommer från 
olika sociala- och kulturella kontexter vilket på olika sätt har påverkat deras sätt att hantera 
företag. Vi har dock kunnat kartlägga gemensamma faktorer som har hjälpt att övervinna 
hindren i processen med att starta företag; vara en visionär och en möjlighetssökare, hantera 
avsaknad av kunskap, effektivt använda begränsade resurser, ha en kämparinstinkt, hitta en 
nisch på marknaden, vara skicklig på att använda sitt nätverk och att hantera sina medarbetare 
samt en icke stödjande omgivning. 
 
Nyckelord: Kvinnligt företagande, Framgångsfaktorer, Ledarskapsfärdigheter, Social- och 
Kulturell Kontext, Företagsuppstart, Övervinna Hinder, Genusdiskriminering, Textilindustrin, 
Kenya. 
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Abstract 
The textile industry in Kenya was once an important sector in the country but due to the 
liberalisation of trade and the second hand industry’s impact, the industry has declined in 
recent years. The increased competition from import has boosted the costs of raw material and 
outrivaled the local textile production. Further, the government’s lack of investments in the 
country’s electric power supply has also contributed to the current situation. Consequently, 
the domestic textile entrepreneurs are today facing a complex and competitive marketplace 
but despite these obstacles there are women that have managed to overcome the entrance 
barriers.   
 
It is an unfavourable climate for being a woman entrepreneur in Kenya since the sociocultural 
norms restrain women to work outside their homes and in some business sectors. Though, our 
findings have shown that the Kenyan women have the handicraft skills but lack access to 
financial resources as well as management skills to start-up businesses in the textile industry. 
Access to credit is regarded as one of the main obstacles to establish a firm. There are lending 
institutes but the interest rate is high and the collateral requirements hard to fulfil. Moreover, 
there are micro-loan institutes but the loans are not sufficient to companies with growth 
potential.  
 
The purpose of this study was to map-out key success factors for becoming a woman 
entrepreneur in the competitive textile marketplace in Nairobi, Kenya. We aimed to 
understand how some entrepreneurs have managed to overcome the obstacles women face in 
their social- and cultural context and how mapping of their shared supportive variables can 
encourage other females to become entrepreneurial.  
 
Our results find that there is not one way to handle difficulties along the dynamic and 
competitive textile market in Kenya. The respondents come from different social- and cultural 
contexts that in diverse ways have influenced their management ways. We have though been 
able to map out shared factors that have been supportive when overcoming obstacles in the 
process of a business start-up; being a visionary and opportunity seeker, counterbalance 
missing knowledge, effective use of limited resources, fighter instinct, find a niche in the 
marketplace, networking skill and manage employees and unsupportive surroundings.  
 
Keywords: Women Entrepreneurship, Key Success Factors, Management Skills, Social- and 
Cultural Context, Business Start-up, Overcome Obstacles, Gender Disparities, Textile 
Industry, Kenya. 
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1 st Chapter - Introducing the Research 
The first chapter presents and describes the background of our research from which we have 
defined the problem of this study. Further, we explain the purpose of the research and present 
the disposition of this report.  

1.1 Introduction 
In this study we make a survey of women entrepreneurial key success factors i.e. 
characteristics and strategies to overcome difficulties within the textile industry in Nairobi, 
Kenya. In the background description we identify the economic, legal and cultural aspects that 
influence women’s ability to start entrepreneurial businesses. Today many women face 
obstacles and do not have the possibility to work in registered companies, the formal sector of 
Kenya. However, some entrepreneurs have succeeded to overcome these difficulties. It is 
therefore in this reports’ interest to analyses what actually encourages the females to defeat 
the traditional gender inequalities, survive in the competitive marketplace and how obstacles 
can be bypassed and become guidance for other women. To explain the fragmented labour 
market in Kenya we aim to map-out the females’ current work conditions. In consensus with 
Luiz (2010) we intend to see more female Kenyans to be self-employed since small-scale 
firms can create work opportunities, which in turn might generate welfare.  

The intention with this study is to contribute to previous research in the field of female 
entrepreneurship in developing countries. The mapping of key success factors from a female 
entrepreneur’s perspective will add inputs to research of entrepreneurship in the formal sector 
as earlier studies of business administration have been dominated by neoclassical economics 
(Luiz 2010). Our findings about the labour market and gender disparities in Kenya elucidates 
that female entrepreneurs are suffering from legal restrictions, cultural beliefs, low wages and 
bad working conditions when participating in the Kenyan labour market. Therefore this report 
intends to focus on female entrepreneurs, since former research by Kabubo-Mariara’s (2003), 
Stevenson and St-Onge (2005), Ellis, Cutura, Dione, Gillson, Manuel and Thongori (2007) 
and Wanjala and Were (2009) have stated its relevance and the benefits of improving 
women’s participation in the labour market.   

1.2 The Kenyan Cotton- and Textile Industry 
Thirty years ago the cotton- and textile industry in Kenya was an important part of the 
domestic manufacturing industry, however today things look much more different. The 
knowledge and experience of the industry did once bloom but since the 80’s there has been an 
increased popularity of the second hand cloth industry that has taken over the domestic 
production and made it difficult for locals to compete. Other effects of the current situation 
are political conflicts, corruption and ethnical hostilities between tribes (Edwinsson & Nilson 
2009). There are also other reasons for why the Kenyan cotton industry has collapsed in such 
a short time. Earlier, the cotton industry had high social and economic status in Kenya but due 
to such challenges as low access of good lint quality, poor infrastructure and obsolete 
machinery, inconsistent payments to farmers and low productivity, caused by ineffective use 
of labour, the industry has declined. Other problems are meagre quality of government 
services, frequent policy changes, lack of education in the industry and high production costs 
due to high electricity rates.  
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Despite of these obstacles, the cotton industry has large potential to become an important part 
of the country’s economy as the climate for cultivating cotton is favourable (Edwinsson & 
Nilson 2009). It is also a labour intense industry that can create work opportunities and reduce 
the number of unemployed. Moreover, the textile value chain is long and can benefit other 
industrial sectors (Kenya Cotton Growers Association 2010). The government has slowly 
seen its potential and started to take action. In 2006 the government established the Cotton 
Development Authority (CODA), which has the objective to revive and develop the cotton 
industry of Kenya (CODA 2008). Though, Voices of the Kenya Cotton Ginners Association 
are pointing out that the ministers are showing good intentions but lack in action. To boost the 
local production they believe it is necessary to implement a clear policy strategy plan, 
coordinated all over the value chain and that specific priority must be given where it affects 
the industry the most (KCGA 2010).  
 
There are also other initiatives trying to contribute to the revival of the textile sector. One 
example is the formation of the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), which has 
been of great benefit to the Kenyan garment producers since they can export to the United 
States tax- and quota free. Kenya has also several Export Processing Zones (EPZ) from where 
most of the international trade take place. Further, The Cotton- Textile & Apparel Value 
Chain Report For Kenya in 2003 raises the potential for Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SME’s) in the textile sector, throughout the whole value chain. They recommend an 
emphasising of the women’s importance within the textile industry, since they historically 
have played a key role in the sector (Regional Agricultural Trade Expansion Support Program 
2003).  

1.3 The Labour Market and Gender Disparities in Kenya 

In 1993 the government of Kenya implemented market-oriented reforms and economic 
liberalisation. The reforms affected the key sectors; trade-, social-, agricultural- and the public 
sector. The government’s reforms intended to give greater emphasis to the private sector. 
Consequently this resulted in the cut of jobs in the lower cadres of the public sector, which 
indirectly meant that women became redundant, since they often have the low-skilled jobs 
(Wanjala & Were 2009). Luiz (2010) claims that the liberalisation of trade and the opening up 
of the economy generates effective and innovative firms, whereas Wanjala and Were (2009) 
proclaim that import outrivals the private domestic firms. The effect of the liberalisation of 
trade is somehow complex and needs further research.   

Kabubo-Mariara’s (2003) findings show that there are gender disparities in the Kenyan labour 
market. Statistics confirm that the women in Kenya, between 18 to 64 years, constitute 
approximately 50 per cent of the total population, but only 30 per cent of the people working 
in the private sector are women. This is explained by the fact that many women are self-
employed, often working within the household. The informal work sector of unregistered 
firms has grown rapidly, partly because of the formal-sector’s failure to create work 
opportunities (Wanjala & Were 2009). To minimise gender differences in the Kenyan labour 
market, Kabubo-Mariara’s (2003) research has found that education is correlated to women’s 
increased work participation and to equalise wages.  
 
According to Ellis et al. (2007) women in Kenya have low status in the society. The 
sociocultural norms restrain women’s ability to work outside their homes and in some 
business sectors. More than three quarters of the workers in the textile industry are females 
often working with low-skilled tasks. Further, the women are concentrated in the flexible, 
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insecure and seasonal workforce (Wanjala & Were 2009). Wanjala and Were (2009) point out 
that the restricted ability to own land, access to rural inputs and information as well as the 
lack of financial resources, constrain women to become a part of the labour market. It is 
estimated that females in the agricultural sector stands for 70 per cent of the work force but 
only one per cent are registered to own the land they farm (Wanjala & Were 2009). 
Additionally, 85 per cent of the female entrepreneurs are in the informal sector (Ellis et al. 
2007). This latter statistical information illustrates the obstacles women face in the labour 
market and that the informal sector is modest, offer low wages and is labour intensive.  

The creation of jobs in the manufacturing sector holds great employment potential, though the 
jobs must also contain quality (Wanjala & Were 2009). Nowadays the government’s main 
focus is to generate work opportunities in the large sectors, i.e. agricultural, industrial and 
services sectors. But Wanjala and Were (2009) point out that the quality jobs are in the sub-
sectors. Their findings show that investing in the manufacturing sector will stand for the 
highest growth in the informal sector, where women can benefit from the Kenya policy 
agenda of growth and employment (Wanjala & Were 2009). Thus, our study can contribute to 
future research since the mapping of key success factors can enable women to become 
entrepreneurial and help them overcome obstacles.  

1.4 Three Types of Kenyan Women Entrepreneurs 
Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) elucidate the presence of three Kenyan women entrepreneurs. 
The disparate entrepreneurs differ from each other demographically, in business experience, 
access to resources, education and possibilities to grow. The Kenya National Bureau of 
Statistics (2005) defines Micro and Small Enterprises (MSE’s) as businesses employing 50 
people or less. Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) explain the distinction between micro, small, 
medium and large firms in detail. They write that micro-enterprises have up to ten employees, 
small enterprises 11-50 workers and medium and large firms more than 50 employees.  
 
The first profile in Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) findings are the micro-enterprisers, the so-
called Jua Kalis. These entrepreneurs manage unregistered businesses in the informal sector. 
The entrepreneurs have none or little education and also limited knowledge in business 
structure. Further, they are usually constrained by their husbands and household commitments 
and therefore cannot participate in training or trade outside their homes. Due to this, women 
in this profile are only able to start home-based micro businesses, which employ only the 
woman herself and maybe a few family members resulting in low potential for the business to 
grow. Moreover, the possibility to get access capital to finance and expand the enterprise is 
difficult. Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) explain that women in this profile need assistance in 
terms of encouragement and economic support to be able to develop their businesses. 
 
The women in the second profile are characterised by having very small businesses with six to 
ten employees or small businesses with over ten employees. The female business owners 
have, in comparison to the first profile, often a secondary education, some experience in the 
industry and supportive husbands who might also be involved in the business. These 
enterprises are often registered and have access to small mortgage i.e. micro-loan, training 
and business development facilities, which provide the businesses with better resources to 
expand. However, they are still inhibited to get finance, since once they have exceeded the 
lending limits from micro-financers, they are of little interest to banks, which prefer to lend 
out larger sums. Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) also write that female entrepreneurs in this 
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segment have little chance of registering properties as they do not reach the security 
necessities.  
 
The third segment of the female entrepreneurs in Kenya is characterised by high-educated 
women coming from business-minded families. The women can easily get financial assistance 
and have supportive husbands and surroundings. Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) claim that 
these women are the ones who are most expected to have small, medium or large enterprises 
with potential to extend. Further, they have exporting capabilities in comparison to the other 
two segments.  

1.5 Problem Definition 
Despite of the fragmented labour market and the many obstacles in the textile industry there 
are women who have succeeded in starting their own businesses in the Kenyan textile 
industry. This study aims to focus on those entrepreneurs and the mapping of their key 
success factors i.e. characteristics and strategies to overcome difficulties. The Kenya National 
Bureau of Statistics (2005) include informal as well as formal economy activities when 
referring to MSE’s, though in this report the included companies are restricted to contain 
formal firms due to the purpose of this report. Further, this report’s empirical material is 
collected in Nairobi, Kenya, and therefore is limited to this specific area. When writing 
“business start-up” and “establishing a business” we refer to a varied time span of one to ten 
years i.e. from idea to an established company in the Kenyan textile market. The thesis is 
made from a woman entrepreneur’s perspective and aims to point out shared supportive 
prerequisites in the process of establishing a firm.  
   
The primary question in this study is based on the difficulties presented in the first chapter: 

• How do women entrepreneurs in Kenya overcome obstacles to establish micro- and 
small businesses in the textile industry?  

We have formulated three subsidiary questions to make the main question more manageable: 
• What are the shared key success factors among the existing women entrepreneurs in 

Nairobi, Kenya?  
• What do the shared key success factors depend on? 

1.6 Main Objective 
The focus of this study is to map out key success factors for female entrepreneurs in Nairobi, 
Kenya. The purpose is to explain how female entrepreneurs have managed to overcome the 
obstacles women face in the Kenyan labour market as well as survived in the competitive 
textile marketplace. Further, the intention is to explain their achievements based on individual 
and structural factors. In this research we use a theoretical model to explain and structure the 
empirical findings. The objective of this study is to identify and elaborate on shared key 
success factors among the female entrepreneurs in Kenya. The aim of our conclusions is to 
encourage other women to develop businesses in the textile industry, which subsequently can 
contribute to the welfare in Kenya.   

1.7 Disposition 
In the first chapter, we have already presented a literature study of the Kenyan women’s 
situation in the labour market and the increased competition in the textile industry. The 
descriptive background is the base of the problem definition and the explanation to our study. 
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In the second chapter of the report we describe our method and the account for our research 
design. The third chapter presents a theoretical framework of strategic entrepreneurship and 
prerequisites identified as supportive conditions when starting a micro or small business. This 
chapter ends with the Preliminary model of Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial MSE’s that 
serves as an instrument to interpret our empirical findings and to structure it in three chapters 
according to the three dimensions in the model. The fourth chapter describes the 
entrepreneurs’ social- and cultural contexts and the fifth chapter treats their effective 
entrepreneurial skills. Then the sixth chapter display the empirical material regarding the four 
elements from the BRIE-model. In chapter seven we present the Contextual Model of Factors 
Affecting Entrepreneurial MSE’s that is based on the outcome of our analysis. In chapter 
eight we continue with a presentation of our conclusions and implications and we also discuss 
fields for future research.       
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2 nd Chapter - Methodology 
In this chapter, the report’s approach is presented, as well as the chosen method of the 
fieldwork. We argue why we have chosen certain methods and why we find them suitable in 
this study. Further, this chapter is divided into different headings due to the phase of the study 
and to more accurately illustrate the process proceedings.   

2.1 Research Approach and Design 
In this report we have been using a cross-sectional research design with case study elements 
(Bryman 2008, p.55) based on the Kenyan textile industry and the females’ labour situation. 
To receive an in-depth insight of the material and findings our strategy was to use a 
qualitative research design. This approach was chosen since a qualitative method, according 
to Johannesen and Tufte (2003, p.21), could give us better capability to analyse the 
interviewees’ answers. Furthermore, we considered that a quantitative method would not be 
possible due to our limited access to respondents and since the validation would not be 
endorsed due to incorrect sampling of respondents. Moreover, we have not been able to obtain 
any accurate register of women business owners in the textile industry. Consequently, a 
qualitative approach was more practicable in our case when collecting data from a small 
number of women entrepreneurs. 
  
In the planning phase, our intention was to use a deductive approach since we had an idea to 
first start with the assembling of the theoretical material. These findings were then supposed 
to be tested in comparison to our empirical findings. Though, since we found that our 
collected theoretical data was not completely covering the report’s subject, i.e. suitable to our 
specific context, we found it necessary to apply an inductive approach. The inductive 
methodology has its starting point in the empirical findings with the aim to generate 
theoretical reasoning. However, when considering the different approaches we decided to 
combine the two in accordance with Andersen (1998, p.30) who stresses that in field it is hard 
to separate these two methods because they are interlaced and takes place simultaneously 
during the process.  
 
The start-up point for this study took place in Borås, Sweden, approximately one month 
before our arrival in Nairobi, Kenya. We began our work by doing the case study and most of 
the gathering of the theoretical material at home, since we believed we needed fundamental 
awareness of the report’s subject before entering the field. Insight in the specific element of 
study is, according to Johannesen and Tufte (2003, p.24), necessary since the researchers’ 
knowledges of the context have affect on their interpretations. The theoretical chapter is 
intended to serve as a framework for the empirical findings, which is why we collected it 
before we entered the field of study. Though, some adjustments have been made in field to 
match the outcome of the study. It must also be stated that on the whole the report has been 
written abroad i.e. in the field, during a period of eight weeks. First, we started with six weeks 
of fieldwork with parallel report writing in Nairobi, Kenya. Then, two weeks of work of 
analysing and concluding the material followed. Finally, this field study of eight weeks in 
Kenya resulted in the final report.  
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2.2 Constructing a theoretical model 
When we first started with the collection of the data to our theoretical framework, we felt 
overwhelmed with all the literature and articles about entrepreneurs. Consequently, we began 
collecting information about the Kenyan labour market and gender disparities to get a better 
insight in the subject we were studying. In that way we got a sense of what kind of theoretical 
content we needed, to get a better insight in the field of study and our empirical findings. 
When we got basic knowledge of the current situation, we glanced through a lot of books, the 
University’s online library and also the Internet to find information about entrepreneurial 
theories that could be suitable in our project. We used the search terms: effective management, 
female entrepreneurship, MSE’s and success factors entrepreneur. Then we selected the 
appropriate material to our study. We used a systematic approach to prevent unnecessary 
work and to make the process more efficient (Andersen 1998, pp.75). Once we had chosen 
our material we used it to formulate fundamental concepts to create the theoretical 
framework. We have put together the different ideas of entrepreneurial research and strategic 
management of small businesses to suit the report’s focus. This way of combining the 
material makes the empirical findings more comprehensible and the work more complete due 
to the fact that the researchers receive wider apprehensions of the subject (Andersen 1998, 
p.100).  
 
The theoretical model was designed to assist us with structuring the empirical data. The three 
dimensions - social- and cultural context, the four effective entrepreneurial management skills 
and the four elements from the BRIE-model have formed the outcome of chapter four, five 
and six to make the report’s structure easy to follow. The model also served as a tool to 
interpret and analyse the empirical findings. We used the three dimensions in our interview 
guide to make sure that the respondents answered what we intended to study. In that way we 
obtained a higher degree of validity since the themes are grounded in the formulated 
problems. The guide also made the interpretation process easier to handle as we already had a 
predetermined structure.    

2.3 The Collection of Empirical Material 
The qualitative data has primary been collected from in-depth semi-structured interviews but 
also through observed impressions and written statements. The interviewees were assembled 
by a snowball sampling process (Johannesen & Tufte 2003, pp.85) that started-out from our 
contact person in field, Nushin, Fashion Designer in Nairobi, and also David, Assistant 
Executive Officer at Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM). They recommended and 
helped us establishing contacts with other interviewees who accordingly guided us further and 
so forth. We continued the sampling of respondents until we felt a theoretical saturation 
(Bryman 2008, p.459). Our aim was to interview five women entrepreneurs since we felt this 
number was in good balance with earlier written empirical findings and due to the report’s 
limitations. We ended up with six in-depth interviews, five with respondents and one with an 
informant. Further, we had discussions with some of the employees within the respondents 
companies to get a more complete picture of the difficulties to start-up a business. We 
contacted nine entrepreneurs in Nairobi and five were able to participate in our study. We 
found the contributing respondents sufficient due the reports’ limitations and since we 
received the adequate empirical material.   
 
Before the interviews were held, we created an interview-guide to help us keep the semi-
structured interviews on track. The guidance was structured according to specific themes from 
the three dimensions of our own designed theoretical model to make sure that the respondents 
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answered certain topics. Moreover, three days before the first interview we tested the 
interview-guide in a staged interview to find out if there were any uncertainties, unclear 
questions or misinterpretations (Andersen 1998, p.169). We felt this process important since 
the interviews were not going to be held in our mother tongue and since we did not had 
experience in interviewing people. Due to the testing we were able to clear out uncertainties 
and later on to handle and process a more reliable data. Every interview was held in a place 
that the respondent or informant had chosen. In this way they got the opportunity to pick a 
place where they could feel comfortable. The interviews were held in the interviewees’ 
mother tongue, English. Moreover, before the interview began we explained the purpose of 
the study and the intention with the meeting, following the advice in Anderson (2008, p.171). 
After approval from the respondent we recorded the in-depth interviews, using a Dictaphone. 
In this manner we were able to better analyse the respondents’ answers since we could listen 
to the interviews more than once and clear out uncertainties, if any. The advantages though 
have to be weighed against the disadvantages, and these aspects will be discussed later on in 
part 2.6.  
 
Our interviews have been held with a narrative approach with set out questions to elicit the 
respondents’ stories (Bryman 2008, p.560). We were aiming to collect the interviewees’ 
personal experiences and therefore we believed that the most appropriate way was to have 
semi-structured discussions. The semi-structured research method was chosen because of its 
flexible nature and informal touch, since the respondent is able to speak more freely. On the 
other hand, as earlier described, we did use an interview-guidance, as a tool to make sure that 
the interview’s content matched the aim of our study. Though, depending on the interviewee, 
the formula of the questions varied as well as the order of the topics and themes.  
 
We have complemented our empirical findings with secondary data from three reports about 
female entrepreneurs in Kenya, with the intention to enrich our findings. In that manner, other 
researchers’ findings contribute and make the outcome more reliable. Moreover, since our 
knowledge in the field was limited, the use of former research improved the outline of the 
subject and provided us with a better apprehension. The secondary sources also pointed out 
difficulties women entrepreneurs face in the textile labour market, which we found a good 
starting point since it mapped-out dilemmas that our respondents have managed to bypass or 
overcome. We find the secondary sources chosen for this study trustworthy since they are 
published by research institutes or journals. Moreover, they are recently issued and quoted by 
other researchers.  

2.4 Handling and Presentation of Data 
The data was treated and interpreted in its original form according to the qualitative research 
design. Once we had finished the collection of our empirical data we were selective and 
worked systematically. We used our own judgement to create the best general view of the 
discourse and used the theoretical framework as guidance in the selective process. Due to that, 
we were able to handle and structure the answers and findings. We used the same method 
when handling and presenting the secondary data since Johannesen and Tufte (2003, pp.105) 
write that there is no need to make a distinction between documents and 
interviews/observations if only the content is elucidated. When we had finished the empiric 
presentation the interpretation process started, which is explained in part 2.5.  
 
In a research process, it is important to respect the right to privacy of those who participate in 
the study by keeping personal information confidentiality and to uphold anonymity (Bryman 
2008, p.124). Therefore, names and company labels in this report are fictitious. Though, we 
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decided to name the respondents to present the statements as their personal opinions since it is 
of the reports’ interest to map-out individual approaches. On the other hand, it is problematic 
to ensure complete secrecy since the information is recorded (Bryman 2008, p.124). Hence, 
we have done the utmost of respect the rights to privacy by taking preventive measures. All 
our interviewees have been asked if they agreed being recorded. We have also been 
precautious when handling the transcribed data and have not published specific personal 
details that could affect their privacy sphere.  
 
We found the use of citations to be a good way of illustrating the outcome of the interviews 
and we picked citations that demonstrate the general impression. Like Andersen (1998, 
pp.198) suggests, we have also considered the unity of the sentences so that the citations do 
not lose its original meaning. Further, we are aware of the criticism of quasi-quantification in 
qualitative research (Bryman 2008, pp.598). This has been in our thoughts when presenting 
the empirical findings by not trying to enhance arguments as a general view and being careful 
not to create bolster opinions.   

2.5 The Analytic Process 
Andersen (1998, pp.195) explains that the interpretation of qualitative data is a creative 
process where the researchers do not follow a general procedure. He states that the 
interpretations of the statements should be done with an open mind, though with a critic 
approach. We have been following these references and studied the empirical material with 
these mentions in mind. When the analytical process started, the report’s subsidiary questions 
were considered, in order to conclude our primary question. We used a deductive approach to 
test the theories with our empirical findings whereas our summarised conclusion had an 
inductive approach to point out that our empirical findings were not in compliance to our 
theoretical framework. Further, as we aimed to obtain a contextual entrepreneurial model to 
women entrepreneurs in Kenya, we found it necessary to question some of the elements that 
were considered as prerequisites in the theoretical framework. Ultimately, we added some 
supportive- and/or influencing variables to the model to accomplish the report’s objective.  

2.6 Reflection on Method 
Due to the time given to this field of study, and our limited budget, this report will not cover 
every obstacle and success factors that can be related to the report’s subject. The work is also 
constraint by our choice to only include women that have managed to overcome barriers to 
enter the formal sector i.e. entrepreneurs in the second and third segment of the categorising 
that Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) illustrate. Thus, we will not investigate what obstacles that 
have restrained women to become entrepreneurs. Furthermore, this report cannot be general, 
since it does not include all perspectives of female business owners in Kenya. This study also 
focuses on women entrepreneurs in the formal sector of the textile industry, more accurate 
producers and designers of commodities downstream of the value chain. 
 
We are aware of the fact that the qualitative research design has its disadvantages. First, the 
research can be questioned since the replicate ability is difficult to achieve. Further, another 
consequence is the interviewer bias, i.e. errors in the interviewer stage due to communication 
problems between the interviewer and the respondent (Doole & Love 2008, pp.132). There 
are also several cultural biases as this study took place in Kenya by Swedish students. 
Moreover, the interviewee bias has also been a risk in our study since the respondents might 
have enhanced their answers because they believed we wanted certain answers. This, in turn 
could lead to an inaccuracy in our empirical findings. Though there are biases, we have tried 
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to limit their impact, e.g. we have been aware of the cultural differences, the nuances in 
language and that the interviews should be held in similar circumstances (Doole & Love 
2008, pp.132). We also tested the interview guide to prevent misinterpretations. The study’s 
limitations have been in consideration and we have assembled documents from other research 
in this area to complete those fields that are not fully covered by our empirical findings. In 
that manner, we have tried to make the report’s outcome more valid and comprehensive.  
 
We have considered that the snowball sampling method may have affected our empirical 
findings since we have recruited respondents that are members of the same networks and or in 
some way linked to each other. Due to this method our respondent’s answers may only cover 
a certain group of people in the Kenyan society. Hence, we have taken this in consideration in 
the report’s problem definition and the analysis, and when discussing what kind of respondent 
we were looking for with the person who was suggesting an interviewee.   
 
We did consider the consequences of using a Dictaphone since it can affect the respondents’ 
answers (Andersen 1998 p.145). However, we found that the Dictaphone was considered to 
be more positive than negative in our context. Our argument is that despite of the suggestions 
to not use a tape recorder, the recorder has been helpful since we as interviewers could keep 
an objective distance to the interviewee during the interview. This consideration is in 
accordance with Johannesen and Tufte (2003, p.18), who claim that researchers must aim for 
unbiased answers that can be objectively analysed and interpreted afterwards. In this way we 
also studied what we aimed to identify and elaborate on which increases the validity of our 
findings.  
 
All our interviewees agreed to be recorded and approved to let us use their statements. 
However, we noticed that the recording did affect some of the respondents’ answers. When 
we switched off the Dictaphone they started to talk more freely about themselves and their 
work experiences. Bryman (2008, p.456) recommends the interviewers to record the entire 
meeting to not miss any acknowledge but since we discovered that we received material while 
not taping we switched off the Dictaphone and had a more spontaneous conversation after the 
recorded interview. This information was noted afterwards and added to our transcriptions. 
 
The interviews were transcribed shortly after they took place, when the outcome and the sense 
of the expressions still were in fresh memory. We found the recordings useful because some 
minor inquiries, due to language and cultural differences, could be comprehended during the 
transcriptions. The coding process also began right away. In this manner we were able to 
create a deeper understanding of the data and to structure it according to the theoretical 
framework. We found the continuously coding process useful since the work progress could 
be carried on in a study pace. We believe, in accordance with Bryman (2008, p.550), that this 
way of planning and working minimises the feeling of being overwhelmed with data since the 
coding starts soon after. In the aspect of trying to reduce the risk of fragmented data (Bryman 
2008, p.553) we did not have particular codes or a coding manual. Instead we chose to have a 
flexible coding system, to be able to catch the narratives of the answers. Additionally, the 
secondary findings used in this report’s empirical chapter were also printed and coded in the 
same way as the interviews. This material was used to verify the reliability of the outcome of 
the interviews.  
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3 rd Chapter - Theoretical Framework  
The aim of this chapter is to develop a theoretical framework of entrepreneurial strategies on 
how to start and run a business. In the end of this chapter we present a visual and own-
designed model, which functions as a structuring instrument to interpret and understand the 
empirical findings. The model is the supportive frame of discussion in our analysis. The 
concept of entrepreneurship is widely discussed in earlier research. Therefore, concepts are 
defined as a way to narrow and clarify this report’s subject. Moreover, entrepreneurial 
management and social- as well as cultural influences are treated. Then, by presenting the 
BRIE-model, we introduce four elements that are commonly supportive in the start-up phase 
of a business.  

3.1 Entrepreneurship 
The definition of entrepreneurship is much disputed. Casson (2003) describes two approaches 
of this phenomenon. He claims that there is a functional approach and an indicative approach. 
The indicative approach defines an entrepreneur in terms of how he or she might be 
recognised whereas the functional definition gives a description of the person’s legal status, 
contractual relations and the position in society. The most optimal approach however is a mix 
of these two (Casson 2003). This way of thinking is also confirmed by Luiz (2010), who 
explains that a combination of the process and characteristics of an entrepreneur as well as the 
institutional environment and society is necessary. It is obvious that there is no clear and 
uniform definition of the actual concept. Hence, in this report entrepreneurship will be defined 
as a style of management in accordance with Wickham (2001), i.e. a self-employed individual 
who starts a business despite of economical, social, cultural and/or legal limitations. This 
definition is related to Kuratko and Hodgetts (2001) who define entrepreneurs as “individuals 
who recognise opportunities where others see chaos or confusion. They are aggressive 
catalysts for change within the marketplace” (Kuratko & Hodgetts 2001 see Luiz 2010, p.64) 
or the definition given by Morrison (2000) who concentrates on the social, psychological, and 
cultural dimensions (Morrison 2000 see Luiz 2010, p.65). Morrison claims “The process of 
entrepreneurship has its foundations in person and intuition, and society and culture”. Since 
the purpose of this study is to analyse the key success factors for female entrepreneurs in 
Kenya we define this concept as what explains a successful entrepreneurship in the Kenyan 
labour market in terms of management skills and the way to overcome certain obstacles in the 
business start-up.   
 
According to this study’s definition of an entrepreneur, entrepreneurship is what an 
entrepreneur does. Due to this definition, research by Wickham (2001) about strategic 
entrepreneurship is treated when mapping out key success factors among established female 
entrepreneurs. Wickham (2001, p.3) writes that entrepreneurs are managers who make 
entrepreneurial decisions. He also explains that being entrepreneurial is an adjective 
describing the entrepreneur’s way of acting and that entrepreneurial management is driven by 
opportunity and creating change, as they are innovators of change. Ultimately, Wickham 
describes that the entrepreneurial process creates value to the customers. 
 
Since entrepreneurs are what they do, it is a behaviour that can be learnt. Regarding this 
aspect, entrepreneurship can be seen as a social phenomenon meaning that anyone can 
become an entrepreneur, if he or she receives the entrepreneurial skills (Wickham 2001, 
pp.16). Wickham (2001) proclaims that good entrepreneurs are sensitive to cultural values 
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and that the entrepreneurial process is to deliver value. Bringing innovations to the market 
means seeing gaps and filling them with a value proposition (Wickham 2001, p.9). Thus, this 
leads to the importance of know-how and insight in customers’ needs and demands as lack of 
this knowledge may result in missed opportunities and sales, according to Wickham.  

3.2 Effective Entrepreneurial Management 
Wickham (2001, pp.54) gives a description of what is needed for an effective entrepreneurial 
management. The author defines skills as knowledge, which is expressed in action. He 
explains that an entrepreneur must have a good business idea that he/she can turn into reality 
and that the entrepreneur finds gaps in the market and is able to fill them with appealing 
services or products. Moreover, he or she must have knowledge in how to inform and deliver 
the specific offering to customers e.g. the entrepreneur requires knowledge in a particular 
sector, in this report’s context - knowledge in the textile industry. Wickham emphasises four 
kinds of skills; the general management, industry knowledge, personal motivation and human 
relationship skills. These factors influence the entrepreneurial performance (see fig.1).  The 
general management skills are required since they are important in terms of physical and 
financial resources while people management skills are supportive to the venture’s 
achievement.   
 

Entrepreneurial 
Performance

Industry 
Knowledge

Personal 
Motivation

General Management
Skills

Human Relationship
Skills

 

Fig. 1 Factors influencing entrepreneurial performance. Wickham 2001, p.55 
 
In detail, the significant entrepreneurial management skills are the following; strategy skills, 
planning skills, marketing skills, financial skills, project management skills, time management 
skills, leadership skills, motivation skills, delegation skills, communication skills and 
negotiations skills (Wickham 2001, pp.54). Strategy skills include the entrepreneur’s ability to 
see the firm as one entity, to find its position in the marketplace, how it should be organised 
and deliver value. Planning skills are the abilities to predict the dynamic and changeable 
world and to see how the future will affect the business and how the firm can avoid arising 
problems and new dilemmas. Marketing skills mean being able to evaluate the business’ 
offerings and function, how to satisfy customers and why an offering is attractive. Financial 
skills are the entrepreneur’s ability to handle money and cash flow. Further, how to invest and 
manage risks. Project management skills mean the way to organise projects, to set goals, 
milestones and schedules. Moreover it is the ability to have the right resources at the right 
moment. Time management skills are necessary since they are the capability of using time 
effectively and efficiently and also in knowing how to prioritise and finish tasks in time. 
Leadership skills are also very important in entrepreneurship. It is the ability to inspire, 
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support and guide other people in their work and personal goals. Motivation aptitude is a skill, 
which is useful when motivating people and the entrepreneur him/her self. It is an ability to 
understand the underlying facts of what drives people to perform in their jobs. Delegation 
skills represent the entrepreneur’s skill to distribute assignments to separate individuals. An 
effective way of delegating tasks involves more than giving instructions. It also includes the 
understanding of what knowledge and skills a person holds and how he or she can be further 
educated. Communication skills are important since an entrepreneur must inform and 
communicate his or her message to customers and other parties connected to the business. 
Altogether, it is the ability to express spoken and written words. Negotiations skills are 
beneficial when knowing what is expected from a specific situation, what the motivation 
factors are and how different parties could be used in the best way. Overall, an entrepreneur is 
looking for win-win situations more than maximising own interest.    
 
The latter skills are according to Wickham related to each other and can be learnt. An 
effective use of these skills is not only obtained when these skills are used but also when the 
entrepreneur has understood how they can be used and how to learn from using them. 
Wickham continues writing that entrepreneurs frequently should update their abilities and 
map out their strengths and weaknesses, finally resulting in a plan on how to develop these 
skills (Wickham 2001, pp.54). 

3.3 The BRIE-Model’s Impact on Business Start-up 
Katz and Gartner (1988) identify four elements that form the base of a small business – 
boundary, resources, intention and exchange – namely the BRIE model (see fig.2). These are 
entry competencies that work together in an interactive process and are supportive when 
starting a small business.  

The Small 
Business

Resources Exchange

Boundaries

Intention

 

Fig. 2 The BRIE-model. Katz and Green 2009, p.13  
 
Boundaries explain a business’ identity i.e. the formality that is needed to set up a business 
(Katz & Gartner 1988). It can be the name of the company, a formal registration or the 
opening of a bank account. Moreover, other necessary boundaries are contact information 
such as phone number, e-mail address or post address. The business can then be referred to a 
specific location e.g. at home, an office space or a physically or virtually commercial space 
(Katz & Green 2009, p.13). Resources can be explained as what make up the business and 
consists of the product or service that the business is offering, the informal capital like 
marketing and knowledge as well as the human-, capital-, and financial resources. Intention 
describes the desire to start a business, which is vital for the business to succeed. The reason 
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for determination is depending on a lot of different factors that are highly individual. 
Exchange stands for the firms’ interaction with its environment, which creates the actual 
business making. In the exchange, resources move goods or services in exchange for money 
or other resources (Katz & Green 2009, p.13). This element is identified as the most dynamic 
and volatile, since the company often is inefficient in the start-up (Katz & Gartner 1988).  

3.4 Preliminary Model of Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial MSE’s 
As illustrated above, there are four specific competencies that are needed in the small business 
start-up (Katz & Green 2009). An entrepreneur can efficiently manage those elements with 
effective management skills according to Wickham’s (2001) findings about entrepreneurs’ 
characteristics. Though, research by Wickham (2001) and Stevenson and St-Onge (2006) 
explain that entrepreneurial characteristic is affected by cultural and social influences. Due to 
this, it is possible to assume that there is a correlation among the latter related factors and a 
business’ performance in the start-up phase. Thus, we have found it necessary to combine the 
BRIE-model (fig.2) and Wickham’s model of factors influencing entrepreneurial performance 
(fig.1) and create our own preliminary modified model that also includes social- and cultural 
impact and micro businesses.   
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Fig. 3 Preliminary model of Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial MSE’s. A combined and modified 
model by the authors, based on the BRIE-model, (Katz and Green 2009, p.13) and Factors Influencing 
Entrepreneurial Performance (Wickham 2001, p.55) 
 
We name the combined and modified version, Preliminary model of Factors Affecting 
Entrepreneurial MSE’s. The model has been designed because we did not find any framework 
that was adequate to this report’s field of study. In comparison to the BRIE-model and Factors 
Influencing Entrepreneurial Performance, this model considers aspects that have influence on 
entrepreneurial opportunities and management skills. Further, how these factors affect the 
business start-up and the overall business performance. The model’s three dimensions - 
social- and cultural context, the four effective entrepreneurial management skills and the four 
elements in the BRIE-model serves as a tool to explain and structure the empirical findings in 
chapter four, five and six. Then, the core part of the model – the MSE’s entrance in the textile 
marketplace and its performance is the base in our discussion of chapter seven. 
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Even though this model provides a suitable starting point it has its limitations. First, the model 
is a generalisation of successful entrepreneurship and therefore needs to be contextualised in a 
manner to explain women entrepreneurs in the textile industry of Nairobi, Kenya. Second, 
entrepreneurship as a phenomenon is much disputed in previous research and is constantly 
revised, as the environment is dynamic. This presumption is grounded on the belief that 
entrepreneurship is influenced by social- and cultural contexts and that the textile industry is 
volatile in Kenya, as illustrated in our background findings. To receive insight in the 
fragmented labour market and the contextual influences we need to further examine this field 
of study.   
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4 th Chapter - Empiric Study: Social- and Cultural Context 
In this chapter we have put together our empirical findings of the entrepreneurs’ social- and 
cultural contexts. According to the theoretical framework, their background and social 
environment have impact on their entrepreneurial characteristics and possibilities to start 
businesses in the formal sector. The first part starts with a presentation of the respondents 
that is followed by their experiences of gender disparities and their surroundings.  

4.1 Brief Presentation of the Entrepreneurs’ Background  
The social- and cultural context has impact on the respondents’ entrepreneurial characteristics 
and management skills. The interviewed entrepreneurs differ from each other 
demographically, in business experience, access to resources, educational background though 
not in intention to business growth. Kathryn is married and has two children. Her husband is a 
business entrepreneur and has several established firms in Kenya in various industries. 
Kathryn has a higher educational background in rhetoric from the United States and formal 
work experience in the media industry. She is now running her own business and sells hand 
knitted children’s wear. Kathryn had no former experience when she entered the textile 
industry, which also Victoria did not have. Victoria is the business owner of a textile company 
in Nairobi. She is newly separated and has one child. Before entering the textile industry she 
worked with different Non Governmental Organisations. Victoria did also study abroad i.e. 
Environmentally Science and Marine Conservation in Europe and South Africa and comes 
from an entrepreneurial family background.  
 
The respondents Sharmila and Nushin differ from the latter women entrepreneurs. They are 
two young women who have been in the textile industry since childhood. Both are single and 
they have no children. Sharmila and Nushin also had various work experience before they 
started their own businesses in the textile industry. Another common aspect is that they have 
been studying fashion in Europe and are now running their own fashion enterprises in Kenya. 
Our fifth respondent Elisabeth, who is a mother of two, is unlike the others and does not have 
either a textile educational background, former experience in that industry or comes from an 
entrepreneurial background. Though, she has a higher education in accounting from Uganda 
and former work experience in that field. Nowadays she runs a fashion brand together with a 
business partner. For further details of the interviewees of this report see appendix 1.  

4.2 Gender Disparities  
Several reports, Stevenson and St-Onge (2005), Ellis et al. (2007) and IFC (2006), all confirm 
that gender disparities constrain women to start businesses. Though, three of five respondents 
claim they have not experienced any inequalities, which might be due to their 
demographically and educational background that has been presented in the previous part (see 
also appendix 1). Although Elisabeth1 comes from a similar context as the three respondents, 
she has experienced that male employees tend not to accept directions given by a woman:  
 

Like when we sometimes, you know, when we employ some tailors, men, they would not 
take it, like if you tell them ‘this is like you have done. It’s not straight or you stitch this 
line not straight.’ You could see that they are defended, being defensive, because you are 
a woman they wouldn’t, you know, take any directions from a woman. You know on 

                                                
1 Interview with Elisabeth, Business Owner, 2011-05-04 
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every day bases because they came with the mental heritage say ‘I know what I am 
doing’ (Elisabeth, 2011-05-04).  
 

Elisabeth explains she solves these situations by being resolute and convincing. She says it is 
important to not resign and that a manager has to deal with those issues. However, Elisabeth 
clarifies that she has only faced gender disparities in the lower cadres and not on a higher 
level. Sharmila2, the other respondent that has faced gender disparities, stresses that she 
comes from a community where boys are favoured. She explains that she constantly has to 
convince her surroundings about her skills and independence. Though, Sharmila continues to 
explicate that a woman has to be confident in herself when living in this kind of community. 
She says that she is, but her sisters are not. Sharmila illustrates that since she has been living 
for many years in the United Kingdom she has been able to experience other cultures and that 
women can be independent and successful if they have a vision. Sharmila thinks that this is 
the reason why she has a strong belief in herself and why she despite of obstacles was able to 
start a business. Nushin and Victoria, on the other hand, say they have not experienced any 
disparities due to gender. Nushin3 thinks men and women have the same possibilities: 
 

It depends on how driven you are. I have seen men who have the opportunities but they 
have done nothing about it. I have seen women with opportunities and they have done 
nothing about it. So it just depends on how driven you are. I have not seen anyone, 
because you are a woman you are not going to do it, or you are a female, it won’t go 
(Nushin, 2011-04-04). 
 

Nushin claims that in her context, a person’s success depends on the person’s intention and 
vision. Though, she stresses that this is her personal experience, which might differ among 
other people and tribes in Kenya. Kathryn4 stresses that there are several gender inequalities 
in Kenya and that women are restricted to enter the working life due to family responsibilities. 
Hence, she has got a supportive husband and family and has not personally been exposed to 
gender disparities.  

4.3 Support from the Surroundings 
As written, Kathryn has a supportive husband and surrounding, as do Elisabeth and Nushin. 
They think their husbands and/or families’ support have been great and that it has helped them 
to believe in their capacities. On the contrary, two respondents have not received that support. 
They explain that they are forced to convince their families and surroundings about their 
business potential. Victoria5 says that her husband did not understand her way of managing 
the business: 
 

I think he has experience from commercial businesses and had a problem with 
understanding the non-business side of it. And tried to be too tight on the business, which 
we ended up not going anywhere (Victoria, 2011-04-30).  
 

Victoria explains that she has been struggling sometimes and that it is hard to find people who 
actually believe in you. Though, she explains that it is not necessary to have support from 
everyone, since the most important thing is that the entrepreneur has strong belief in herself 

                                                
2 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
3 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-04 
4 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-14 
5 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30 
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and her own business idea. Her experience is also similar to Sharmila6 who stresses that her 
family do not understand her attraction to the fashion industry and why she did not study in 
Kenya and became a doctor or scientist. Sharmila went to study in the United Kingdom 
because she felt she did not fit into the Kenyan society and that the fashion courses given in 
Nairobi was not of high quality: 
 

I don’t remember being like my sisters. So I always knew that I was different. And 
sometimes I didn’t even feel like I belong to the community because I was so open. Like I 
just wanted to live life since I was a child. And then I knew I loved art so I was trying to 
fight against, because in our community it’s like the African community. They don’t 
accept art as a career. And so you only have to be a scientist or a business or computers, 
something that really earn you money (Sharmila, 2011-05-01). 
 

When Sharmila first came to United Kingdom her father paid for the education. But after a 
while she had to finance her education herself. She had parallel jobs to finance her schooling 
and to afford her master studies. Sharmila is not the only respondent who expresses that a 
fashion career is not commonly accepted in Kenya. Nushin7 says that this was one reason why 
she went to study fashion design in Europe since the schools are not that good in Kenya due 
to lack of investment and interest in the industry. However, Nushin had a supportive family 
who financed her education in Europe. She explains:  
 

And the support of my brother and sister, even my mom, I have is a bit of an odd one, but 
it’s okay … They think it’s great. It is possible. But you need to be driven. That’s the only 
thing. You need to have a vision. And don’t give up on it and just keep on trying, so it is 
possible. If you have support, you are fine (Nushin, 2011-04-04). 

 
This statement shows that a supportive surrounding has been encouraging to Nushin since she 
feels that she has the backup to fulfil her vision.  
 

                                                
6 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
7 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-04 
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5 th Chapter - Empiric Study: Effective Management Skills 
So far in this report we have listed common obstacles that women entrepreneurs face due to 
social- and cultural context. In chapter five we present the empirical findings of the 
entrepreneurs’ effective management skills. We have structured our result in accordance with 
the four skills that affect a MSE’s performance. Further, our findings are based on the 
entrepreneurs’ way of manage the difficulties that have been identified in the introduction 
chapter when establishing a business.  

5.1 General Management Skills 
The general management skills are important when handling physical and financial resources. 
In this part we present the empirical findings of the respondents’ techniques and attitudes 
towards the business climate in Kenya.  

5.1.1 Surviving the Bumpy Roads in Kenya 
Kathryn8 confirms that there are many obstacles both in the business’ start-up phase but also 
along the way. She uses a metaphor to explain her experiences: 
 

Starting a business is very much like driving on the Kenyan roads. It’s very unpredictable 
there are a lot of speed bumps, so you just have to drive carefully and somewhat also 
defensibly. You have to always watch out, there are a lot of issues with people copying 
you and that’s something I had to be really careful about for a while but anyway, so you 
just keep moving and it’s a lot like driving on the Kenyan roads, there are big pot holes, 
and that’s the governments fault, (laugh) you know, you just have to be really careful 
with all of that but you never know really when the next speed bump is going to come so 
you just always have to be ready for this sort of obstacles and get through it. And last year 
when this cotton thing happened, I very nearly just stopped doing it, because it was so 
difficult to get over that particular speed bump and I glad I didn’t but it was almost like a 
lot of people said you are not going to continue are you, the way this is going? So I did 
(Kathryn, 2011-04-14). 
 

Kathryn’s statement symbolises the five women entrepreneurs’ shared characteristic to 
constantly seek for solutions and not give up. They explain that they tend to be risk takers, 
though before leaping of the cliff, the risk needs to be valued as Nushin9 expressed. 
Sharmila10 claims that having the courage to try is an important key to successfully enter the 
Kenyan textile industry. This is also in consensus with Victoria11 who stresses that sometimes 
you just have to go all in even though nobody believes in you. According to Wickham (2001), 
those characteristics that have been explained by the respondents are important to be able to 
predict the dynamic environment and to manage problems regarding the enterprise. 
Entrepreneurs are creative and innovative as Wickham clarifies, which explains why some 
businesses can survive in the competitive marketplace in Kenya better than others.  

                                                
8 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-14 
9 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-04 
10 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
11 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30 
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5.1.2 Managing High Electricity Costs 
As mentioned in the introduction chapter, electricity in Kenya is very expensive and the cost 
has affected the textile industry negatively. David12, Assistant Executive Officer at KAM, 
explains that high power cost is one reason to the declining textile industry in recent years: 
 

There are so many other factors that are contributing to the high cost of the newly made 
clothes from the Kenyan industry. One of the problems is the cost of labour, the other one 
is the cost of power, which is very expensive in Kenya. If this could be subsidised by the 
government, that is the cost of power, then they will have the available raw material that 
is cotton, those costs can be made to be competitive so that people can be able to buy the 
new ones instead of buy it second hand (David, 2011-04-06). 

 
Kathryn13 also indicates how she and other textile companies have been affected by the 
increasing cost of electricity power: 
 

But its a really big problem with the textile industry here is that the industry part of it is to 
hard to run, because the electricity costs are to high, and that goes back to a whole 
government, you know, short fallow, and also a very short vision, in turns of the way they 
tax and levy and make electricity really expensive. So its something that has been worked 
on but the cotton industry here are really, really hit by that (Kathryn, 2011-04-14). 
 

Even though the cost of electricity power is high, the interviewees have found ways to handle 
this dilemma. Kathryn explains that she has chosen to source suppliers outside of Kenya to 
keep the productions costs low. Nushin and Sharmila on the other hand, explain they have not 
directly been affected by the high electricity cost since their businesses still are relatively 
small. However Nushin14 states that the government mismanages the country’s resources, 
explaining that is the reason why companies and educated people are not able to stay and 
develop Kenya. Sharmila 15 stresses that the youth in the country have the talent to enter the 
textile industry but many do not think they are going to survive in this sector and therefore 
educate themselves in other subjects. Elisabeth16 explains that she has managed the high 
electricity costs by running her business from home and by sharing the costs with her 
husband. Victoria manages in a similar way, by having other company brands that operate in a 
part of her workshop and outlet.   

5.1.3 Efficient Use of Resources 
Fabrics, fibres and other textile- related items are expensive in Kenya and the respondents 
state that it is necessary to use the available resources efficiently. Nushin17 expresses her 
stand-point: 
 

Maybe if you have extra fabric or something in your factory or you have got a whole load 
of fabric just sitting there. What would you do with it? Donate, give it to someone, or 
give someone in the slum a job (Nushin, 2011-04-14). 

 
The entrepreneurs are all trying to limit the waste. They stress that they use as much of the 
fabric as possible e.g. by cutting fabrics more efficiently to minimise waste. They also explain 
                                                
12 Interview with David, Assistant Executive Officer at KAM, 2011-04-06 
13 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-14 
14 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-04 
15 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
16 Interview with Elisabeth, Business Owner, 2011-05-04 
17 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-04 
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that if there are residues they look for other ways to use it. Elisabeth18 says they use remnants 
as lining in their garments and bags.  

5.1.4 Get Access to Information 
In the introduction chapter we elucidated the fact that the textile industry has potential to 
grow. Though there are a lot of unfavourable obstacles before it can reach its full capacity. 
One problem is the frequent policies changes (KCGA 2010) since a necessity for a business to 
be able to work properly is access to information. To be able to allocate new markets, women 
entrepreneurs are in need of access to trade-linked information and take part of trade 
promotions. Access to information is essential to business performance and to keep the firm 
up-to-date to policy changes and regulations (Ellis et al. 2007, p.78). The interviewees in this 
study have managed the dynamic industry by using networks and/or guidance from family. 
Kathryn19 describes that she experienced the changing rules during her business start-up 
which she found unnecessary burdensome and complicated and that she needed to be backed-
up by her husband: 
 

 … and the rules change and there is no sort of central place to, were you find out what 
document you need or certificates or what. And my husband are absolutely fanatic to 
follow all these rules and it takes up a lot of time and energy, and luckily I’ve got my 
husband who has a business, a few business running, so I can tag on but if I was going to 
do it myself it will be almost prohibitive in terms of the time and the effort it takes to 
keep up to the standards (Kathryn, 2011-04-14). 
 

Nushin20 claims that she is aware of the changing rules and that she knows the importance of 
being correctly informed. She says she is lucky to have assistance from her sister who is a 
lawyer and can hold her up-dated with policy changes. Moreover, Sharmila21 explains the 
importance of having access to information. She tells that her social network is worldwide and 
that it provides her with help so that she is able to keep up with happenings in the fashion 
world outside of Kenya and also to marketing her products. Furthermore, using social network 
is also the strategy to get information in Elisabeth’s business. Moreover, Victoria22 also thinks 
that there is an advantage of being a member of a network if it creates benefits and not only 
costs. Though, she says that in the business start-up she just tried to receive the information 
that was necessary and that she does not remember how but explain that Kenyan women are 
extraordinary in their way to combine family, household and work.  

5.1.5 Managing the Second Hand Industry 
As earlier explained, the second hand industry has affected the domestic textile industry. The 
respondents are aware of its impact but have found ways to manage this dilemma. Kathryn23 
explains that her market in Kenya is limited and that she therefore has been looking for 
markets abroad: 
 

So people here don’t tend to buy, they don’t really care if it is organic cotton, which I do 
you know. But a lot of customers do in the bigger world. You don’t tend to buy jumpers 
as much, cause it’s not that cold. And there’s also the mitumba, which is the second hand 
market. And that’s something that’s really affected fashion here because it’s very easy to 

                                                
18 Interview with Elisabeth, Business Owner, 2011-05-04 
19 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-14 
20 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-04 
21 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
22 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30 
23 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-14 
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get the mitumba. Generally I’m wearing. I buy a lot of clothes in mitumba because that’s 
really cheap. So a lot of people, especially for children, will buy mitumba clothes, 
because it’s much cheaper (Kathryn, 2011-04-14). 
 

Sharmila, Nushin and Elisabeth also confirm that their businesses have been affected by the 
second hand industry. Thus, they are selling goods to specific customers in the upper price 
range. Victoria24 on the other hand, has decided to take advantage of the second hand 
industry’s benefits and she reuses second hand fabrics as raw material in her production. In 
that way she receives the benefits from the low prices of the second hand industry and also 
minimises the waste of resources in the world.  

5.2 Industry Knowledge  
Having knowledge in the textile industry is a supportive prerequisite to a business success. 
However, three of five respondents have no former experience in the line of business neither 
do they have a textile educational background and still they have managed to start enterprises 
in this field.  

5.2.1 Education and Knowledge in the Textile Industry 
Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) stress that training and mentoring are crucial to a firm’s 
expansion. Though, specific personal knowledge in the textile sector before entering the 
industry appeared not to be a requirement. Kathryn serves as an example since she did not 
have any textile educational background or know how about the industry before entering the 
sector but managed to start her own company. The key to her business entrance was that she 
took help from other people’s expertise. Kathryn25 says she knew she wanted to run her own 
business but realised that she needed someone else who could assist her with the missing 
textile knowledge. Help from others has been a mutual aspect among the interviewees e.g. 
Nushin got legal advises from her sister and tailoring skills from her mother and Elisabeth 
looked for a business partner with the textile skills that she lacks. Likewise, Victoria26 had no 
former experience in the textile industry but she succeeded anyway: 
 

I have the idea to make it work but I don’t have the skills to do it all together. I just have 
the vision of how it works and the connection, the information. I have the information, 
that someone else could put the information all together, that’s a huge scope in there. But 
marketing it self, you have to get some marketing experts then, I again have the ideas, and 
the dream, but someone else need to priorities it, streamline, because I don’t have those 
skills (Victoria, 2011-04-30). 
 

Our findings demonstrate that, even though personal expertise in the textile industry is not a 
necessity, it is a strategic factor to engage someone else in the company with that missing 
knowledge and also other knowledge that is important to the business performance. As 
presented in the theoretical framework, the entrepreneur’s insight in its personal and also 
other people’s skills and weaknesses are an important awareness if the business is going to be 
managed effectively and efficiently. Though, it is costly to get employees to compensate 
weaknesses and therefore the more skills a woman entrepreneur possesses the less she is 
depending on others and her financial resources. This is how Sharmila has succeeded to start 
her own business. Despite of little access to capital she says she compensates with lifetime 
interest and education in fashion and art.  
                                                
24 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30 
25 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-14 
26 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30 
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5.3 Human Relationship Skills 
So far we have presented the findings of the respondents’ social- and cultural impact on their 
lives, general management skills and their industry knowledge. Though, there are other skills 
that also affect business performance. We have mapped-out certain human relationship skills 
that have been pointed-out by the respondents as important when managing a business.   

5.3.1 Manage the Employees 
There are findings showing that women entrepreneurs make efforts to mentor and hire other 
females (IFC, 2006). Nushin does not have any workers. Kathryn and Sharmila employ 
females whereas Elisabeth and Victoria have employees that are both men and women. As 
earlier described in chapter four, Elisabeth sometimes finds it hard to give directions to men. 
However she is determined and shows more patience with the male employees than with the 
females. Kathryn27 explains why she has chosen to employ only women:  
 

So she was very talented but just really couldn’t find a way to work so when I decided to 
start my own business I wanted to do something to help Kenyan women like her. I guess I 
just enjoy the process, and I enjoy working with the women, and they seem to be quite 
grateful and they enjoy what they are doing and I feel in a lot of ways that the work that 
they are doing goes back to the sort of traditional way of women sitting around chatting, 
doing some sort of handicrafts that is actually productive, it is not like doing a crossword 
or something like that. It is actually productive and it’s creating something. So I like that 
whole idea that the women’s lives are not to changes there are not compromised and they 
can kind of keep a traditional element to their lives (Kathryn, 2011-04-21). 
 

Kathryn, in consensus with the other three employers, stresses that it is hard but important that 
the employees fully understand the business’ mission and vision. Victoria28 points-out the 
importance of motivating the workers so that they can become more receptive to the business’ 
idea and vision: 
 

And I think when I can send these guys off to train other communities then they will see 
my vision. We potentially have an opportunity to go to Mozambique, and if I take two 
people from here then we suddenly could see a change and people would like; Oh, they 
are going to do training when are we going to do that? (Victoria, 2011-04-30) 

 
The four respondents with employees explain that they have been forced to explain a specific 
task plenty of times before the workers completely understand their assignment and do what 
they are told to do. They all claim that having patience and the employees’ trust are necessary 
qualities when managing a business.  

5.3.2 Use Existing Expertise 
The five respondents have specific knowledge in certain areas but understand that they need 
help where their own experience is lacking. Kathryn29 serves as an example as she decided to 
start a business based on Kenyan women’s handicraft skills. She says she uses their expertise 
by empowering the employees to influence and take responsibility of their own work. This 
management skill was illustrated at the workshop when she gave an employee a paper with 
sketches of dinosaurs. The worker was allowed to experiment and use her creativity and 
develop knitted prototypes of the sketch she preferred.  
                                                
27 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-14 
28 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30 
29 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-21 
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Kathryn inspires and supports the employees in their work and she lets them improve their 
talents and believe in their own knowledge. She has experienced that it is easy to get 
employees with handicraft-skills in Kenya and that it is easy to up-scale. This is also in 
accordance with the four other respondents who are aware of the Kenyan peoples’ expertise. 
Taking advantage of existing knowledge is explained as the starting-point for Victoria’s 
business as she watched women and children making things out of waste that was washed up 
from the sea. From that observation she got the idea to recycle material. Henceforth, 
Sharmila30 stresses that she believes that Kenya has the skills and resources to become a 
country with a reputable textile industry: 
 

I have been tried to build an info Kenya site to the world that we do have fashion, we do 
have jewellery and we do have all the talents. But people just come here for the big five 
and jewellery like that and it’s not all about that, African people are so talented, and I 
think Kenyans are amazingly talented like the jewellery they make here, people come just 
to buy that, and the carvings … (Sharmila, 2011-05-01) 
 

Nushin31 also explains that there are a lot of people with skills that are not used in Kenya, 
which is also reflected by Elisabeth32 who says that the Kenyan people are talented and 
creative but that there is a lack of investment in those skills.   

5.3.3 Networking 
Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) state that women entrepreneurs would benefit from a better 
representation in business associations where members jointly can raise their voices. They 
claim that support from others, as well as a collective agenda, can encourage women to go 
into businesses. Further, establishing regional conferences, where women entrepreneurs can 
meet and exchange experience, knowledge and skills, can enhance businesswomen’s network. 
The Kenyan women in general experience associations as time consuming in comparison to 
what they receive. Victoria33 says: 
 

From my perspective a network of women will only work if people could connect to a 
global thing. You are to busy surviving in Kenya when you’re running a business or 
cause women they are running businesses, they’re looking out for the household, they’re 
looking out for their children and trying to find time for them selves. It’s extraordinary, 
women are extraordinary actually in so many ways and at the end of the day you are 
still a woman, I mean some how some are really tuff out there, and others are less 
aggressive, but just as dynamic, so a network, yea that will work if it really created 
benefit, not just create a cost (Victoria, 2011-04-30). 
 

Though, there are indications showing that there is a demand for well-coordinated network 
and/or associations (IFC 2006). Being a part of an organisation or network is beneficial 
according to Kathryn and also by David34 who explains: 
 

Then from there we also give them a lot of information on what is happen, about the 
sector, the textile and apparel sector. At the same time we lobby the government on any 
hardship that the sector is experiencing. I see we have knitting, and then we get feedback 
from members on what they are going through, yeah, the hard times in business, like now 

                                                
30 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
31 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-04 
32 Interview with Elisabeth, Business Owner, 2011-05-04 
33 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30 
34 Interview with David, Assistant Executive Officer at KAM, 2011-04-06 
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its about the power issues we can lobby the government to reduce the cost of power, 
because it detrimental to the production. If it is an issue for them we negotiating and so, 
or anything that affects our members. Even if it is security matter, or network, we do it 
for them (David, 2011-04-06).  
 

As stated above, KAM supports its members with information and lobbying, giving them 
competitive benefits in comparison to firms that are not members of a specific organisation or 
network. David also explains that they assist their members with filling in the necessity 
documents for export to the US, i.e. AGOA visa documents. One of the interviewees, 
Kathryn35, is a member of KAM and she is able to use their services. She says that KAM 
makes the process much easier and that they really try to help the Kenyan industries to 
perform. IFC (2006) also stresses that one reason for business performance is to let women 
get access to trade- related information. For example, their study has identified that business 
associations, social networks and mentors have been positively correlated to business 
performance.  
 
Nushin36 explains that she has been to fairs and networking with people in the industry and 
that everyone is very friendly, positive and encouraging when speaking. Though, when it 
comes to actually helping each other she has experienced that the established entrepreneurs 
are not that collaborative. Nushin believes that they probably feel threatened by her visions 
and are afraid of being outrivaled. This experience is also familiar to Sharmila37 who 
describes that the fashion brands that do exist in Kenya are few, and they want to stay few, as 
they do not want to be surpassed by new entrepreneurs. On the other hand, Elisabeth38 says 
she feels that the Kenyan entrepreneurs do support each other. However, Elisabeth’s firm has 
been established on the Kenyan market for a longer period than Nushin and Sharmila’s 
businesses.  
 
According to our findings, one of five entrepreneurs uses a formal network. The remaining 
four respondents use their social network to gather information and to get business assistance 
(see findings 5.1.4 for more details). Altogether, all the five respondents use networks, formal 
or social, and they stress that networking have positive impact on their business performance.  

5.3.4 Joint Bargaining Power 
Textile companies in Kenya are suffering from the lack of textile producers of fibres, threads 
and fabrics. The circumstance creates a competitive situation among the buyers. Due to the 
lack of raw material many textile enterprises have been forced to source materials outside of 
Kenya (RATES 2003) and consequently, this situation has made the purchasing process more 
complex. MSE’s are small actors in the marketplace and their bargaining power is relatively 
limited. Thus, it can be very hard for small businesses to reach the minimum limit that is 
required for a specific purchase from a supplier. Kathryn39 clarifies that she therefore 
collectively buys raw materials, fabrics and/or other necessities from suppliers. She describes 
that this is a way to strengthen her negotiations power against the supplier. Moreover, joint 
bargaining power reduces the production costs and the risk of putting too much financial 
resource into one specific purchase e.g. Kathryn has jointly bought organic cotton from a 
supplier in Uganda and in that manner reached the minimum limits and gained a more 

                                                
35 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-14 
36 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-03 
37 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
38 Interview with Elisabeth, Business Owner, 2011-05-04 
39 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-14 
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beneficial price. The other four respondents have not used this purchasing technique though 
they do source for fabrics outside of Kenya to keep their production costs at a lower level.  

5.4 Personal Motivation 
The women express that they have a wish and an intention to become self-employed. Though, 
some women succeed in realizing their vision while others do not. We have already explained 
the external factors that influence a woman’s ability to start-up a business. However, there are 
also internal factors that have motivated the entrepreneurs to become business owners.    

5.4.1 Strong Driving Forces Enhance the Entrepreneurial Personality 
According to our findings, entrepreneurs tend to see opportunities when other people do not. 
Their entrepreneurial spirit is descended from what they do and the action they chose to take. 
Nushin40, Victoria41 and Sharmila42 think it is important to stay positive to carry on working. 
They believe that obstacles are something you have to deal with to move forward. Either you 
find a solution or you go through it. They explain that it is important to learn from mistakes 
and not make the same again. Elisabeth43 describes that her company have the approach to 
always carry on strong when struggling. Also Kathryn has had several setbacks but has not 
surrender.  
 
In spite of obstacles the respondents say they are willing to invest in the textile industry. Their 
determination is clear as they stress that they seek to invest even more in the development of 
the textile- and fashion industry and also to create work opportunities. Nushin44 believes that 
almost everything is possible:  
 

If you have a plan like I said, you can do it. You just need to talk to the right people, do 
all your research and it will happen. I mean if you manage to develop the cotton industry 
in Kenya you’ve got it made. And you’re providing something, you’re providing jobs, 
you are providing education, there is a lot to be done, so that is one part of it apart from 
the fashion one (Nushin, 2011-04-04).   
 

Victoria45 describes that by the end of the day it is all about the vision and that is what drives 
her. She aims to create change by doing something actively and expresses her passion for 
Africa. Elisabeth46 explains that she loves working with fashion and gets encouraged when 
people like her designs. Her brand name stands for proud, which describes her feeling for the 
African culture and tradition and why she produces locally. Sharmila47 says that she is driven 
by her passion and that her confidence told her that she had the talent to go in to the 
competitive textile- and fashion industry in Kenya:  
 

I just opened up and I didn’t care how hard it was. I knew I could be great because I 
knew I always was different. And it was true from my heart, it was my passion that was 
driving me and so I fell and then I didn’t had a lot of money. I use to keep all my salary 

                                                
40 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-04 
41 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30 
42 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
43 Interview with Elisabeth, Business Owner, 2011-05-04 
44 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-04 
45 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30 
46 Interview with Elisabeth, Business Owner, 2011-05-04 
47 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
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for my fashion things so I hardly didn’t save anything. I still don’t save much but then I 
don’t care anymore (Sharmila, 2011-05-01). 
 

Further, Sharmila’s vision is to put the Kenyan textile industry on the map to create an 
awareness of the talents in the country. Kathryn48 came to Kenya to work with charity and 
quickly saw the handicraft skills and the potential among the people. She says she wants to 
contribute to the development of the Kenyan society by providing women with jobs. Further, 
Kathryn is also motivated by the fact that she has overcome so many obstacles and put much 
time and resources into the business.  
 
The respondents reveal that they have driven personalities and are determinant to reach their 
goals and visions. Everyone is passionate about the industry and is keen to pursue their work 
as entrepreneurs in Kenya. They say they are dedicated to their work and motivated by strong 
standpoints. Further, these characteristics are those that drive the respondents to continue 
working.  

5.4.2 Value-added Business Idea 
As mentioned earlier, we have viewed a shared motivation factor that also serves as the 
entrepreneurs’ business idea i.e. social entrepreneurship and ethical and/or environmental 
friendly concern. Kathryn uses eco-friendly material in her products, which are produced with 
concern to environment as well as ethical values while Elisabeth works together with a charity 
organisation that educates and creates work for women. Her company is also keen to 
environmental concern and tries to minimise the waste by recycling materials, cut fabrics 
efficiently and give left over pieces to schools. Additionally, Nushin49 express: 
 

I want to make stuffs that are for everyone and also to have it affiliated with charity. 
Because most fashion industries, designers, shops, whatever. They don’t, I‘ve noticed, 
majority of them are not concerned with any charities as such. They have fashion shows 
for AIDS, awareness and this and that but they don’t look at the real things, the real 
problem (Nushin, 2011-04-04). 
 

Victoria’s business idea is to reduce the dumping of waste in the oceans and instead use it to 
develop new products. If the business enhances and the sale improves, Victoria wants to set 
up a foundation that sponsors the youths of Kenya to study. She believes that education is a 
key to change at various levels that consequently support the development of the country. 
Also, Sharmila50, that besides being a fashion designer already teach art, explains that she 
enjoys being a role model for her students. Victoria51 and Sharmila52 express that they are not 
driven by money. The respondents all believe in the importance of social entrepreneurship. 
Nushin serves as an example since her goal is to start a school and teach creativity to 
underprivileged children. Kathryn also points out the importance of helping others in the 
society. Altogether, the interviewed entrepreneurs state that giving back to the society 
enhances customer value.  

 
                                                
48 Interview with Kathryn, Business Owner, 2011-04-14 
49 Interview with Nushin, Fashion Designer, 2011-04-04 
50 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
51 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30 
52 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
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6 th Chapter - Empiric Study: The Four Business Elements  
In this chapter we continue the presentation of our empirical findings. The material is 
structured in accordance with the four prerequisite element of the business – boundary, 
resources, intention and exchange. The difficulties in each element are based on the barriers 
to enter the formal sector that was discussed in the descriptive background.  

6.1 Boundary 
As explained in the theoretical framework, boundaries describe a business identity. We have 
mapped-out one difficulty regarding the boundaries in the business start-up namely the 
registration process.  

6.1.1 Overcoming the Cumbersome Registration Process 
Wanjala et al. (2009, pp.31) write in their report that the registering process of a business in 
Kenya is complex, expensive and time consuming. They explain that the inefficiency and 
costs are high because of corrupt practices and that this is one explanation to the existence of 
informal businesses in Kenya. Three of five interviewees explain that the process demands 
assistance from experts and/or lawyers and Nushin53 claims that it is sometimes necessary to 
put some money on the side to speed up the process:  
 

Honestly, people make money here but how to get the money is the main thing. People 
say ‘Oh this is like shiny, shiny, meaning it’s under the table’. Some people do dealings 
like that. Like I said, to get stuff moving, registration and stuff, sometimes you have to 
give some money on the side to be honest. It happens, but no reason. No chance they 
would admit it! If you want something faster you will have to check money. So even if I 
want my registration done, okay it will cost me 50 000 but I know even 10 000 more, just 
to get it pushed (Nushin, 2011-04-04).   
 

Furthermore, she says that she is lucky to have a sister who’s a lawyer, who can help her with 
the registration process, since the cost of hiring a lawyer is very high in Nairobi. Kathryn also 
got help, but from her husband, since he had been through that process many times and 
Elisabeth hired a lawyer to save time to be able to focus on the main business. Victoria54 on 
the other hand describes that she is a doer and did it herself. She says that the registering 
process is demanding but that the trade marking process is even more complex and demands 
more expert assistance. Victoria explains that to get the brand name, the concept name, was 
difficult since she did not want to tie it to a specific product. When it comes to trade marking 
Kathryn55 does not protect her designs. She explains that if she did, there is still a lack of legal 
backup in Kenya if you get copied. She is instead trying to always renew the designs to 
minimise complications due to plagiarising. Though, Kathryn56 expresses that she needed help 
from her husband in the registering process. This management is an observable shared 
variable among the interviewees as they have used assistance from family in the registration 
process. Three of five respondents got help from their families or a lawyer in the business 
start-up and registration process while two explain that they are doers that were able to do the 
registering and the investment by themselves (see findings 6.2.1).  
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6.2 Resources 
Resources consist of a company’s physical and human capital. We have found that access to 
capital is one of the main issues when establishing a business in Kenya. Moreover, human 
capital and formal experience are two aspects that have been identified to support the business 
start-up.  

6.2.1 Access to Financial Support 
Access to financial support has been a much-disputed subject of discussion with the 
interviewees as well as in previous research. Lack of credit is rated by female entrepreneurs in 
Kenya as one of the key issues when starting a business (IFC 2006). This was the biggest 
concern, according to the female employees at Kathryn’s company, since they have the 
handicraft skills but are not able to start their own businesses. Women’s limited financial 
resources are also the establishment in Stevenson and St-Onge’s findings (2005), where they 
describe that it is harder for women to get formal financing since they lack collateral. This 
barrier is due to unequal access to own property and land in Kenya, where women own only 
one per cent of the land and five to six per cent are hold in jointures with men (IFC 2006). 
Ellis et al. (2007, p.41) also question the lack of access to finance, claiming that the women 
they interviewed regarded this as the biggest constraint from growing their businesses. 
Further, the authors discuss the micro-financial system, concluding that, even though there are 
possibilities to receive micro-loan, women entrepreneur are still restrained to grow their 
businesses due to the maximum loan limits (Ellis et al. 2007, pp.43). Nushin57 emphasises this 
when explaining her attitude towards micro-loans: 
 

For me I can get a loan and start up a small business and then from that I pay them back. 
That’s how for a few people but then again they are not going bigger they are just staying 
at a sit. Just to get them through to get their basic needs (Nushin, 2011-04-04). 
 

Limited access to credit is also a factor that keeps Victoria, Elisabeth and Sharmila from 
growing their businesses. They stress that it is hard to find investors in Kenya. Victoria58 says 
that her business has growth potential but lack capital. Elisabeth59 and Sharmila60 also 
confirm that they find it difficult to find financial support and that there is little interest in the 
textile- and fashion industry in Kenya. The three respondents have so far financed their 
businesses by using their own savings. Though, now their businesses are in need of larger 
investments. Micro-loans are not enough according to their statements. Victoria explains that 
she has not been able to look for alternatives due to lack of time. She says:  
 

The biggest problem was to make people believe that I, to believe what I believed in, so 
you had to prove it. And then once you proven it I haven’t had the time to go out and 
explore for partnerships or investments or anything cause I ended up doing the micro 
management. So it succeeded, it really succeed, we made this thing work, and we can 
really make it work but now my biggest challenge to achieve is that I got this far, now 
what? How do I get to the next step? How do I do it? And at the same time manage it! 
(Victoria, 2011-04-30) 
 

According to Victoria’s statement it is noticeable that limited financial resources restrain 
business growth and that a business owner running a small enterprise has other concerns e.g. 
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58 Interview with Victoria, Business Owner, 2011-04-30  
59 Interview with Elisabeth, Business Owner, 2011-05-04 
60 Interview with Sharmila, Fashion and Jewellery Designer, 2011-05-01 
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trying to persuade the surroundings about the business’ potential. Kathryn61 though, has not 
experienced any financial difficulties so far. She explains that she started up in a small scale 
by testing the market and then throughout the business growth she put in whatever she earns. 
However, she has been financial supported by her husband to buy cotton from Uganda, which 
she could never afford if she was not able to lend money from him. Elisabeth62 also says that 
she has managed the lack of access to credit by starting up in a small scale and then gradually 
expand the business. Further, four respondents out of five say they would never consider a 
bank loan. They explain that the reason is the high interest rate, noticeable, not collateral 
requirements. Due to that, Nushin63 says that she prefers lending money from family members 
since at least they trust her and she trusts them. Kathryn64 also points out that the interest rate 
is too high and that she would never think about taking a bank loan. Instead she has managed 
to finance her business by borrowing money from her husband and by using her own savings. 
This is also in accordance with Victoria65 who says that she has been using her personal 
savings i.e. funds that her mother had left her and Sharmila66 who says that she has been 
having other jobs to finance her business. Elisabeth67 is the only respondent who has 
considered a bank loan. She explains that she has been trying to get a bank loan but since she 
did not meet the collateral requirements she was not allowed: 
 

Bank loan we have, we have tried but when you don’t own properties here or you don’t 
have something really to, land tied to or whatever. It’s very difficult to give you the 
money and we have tried but we showed them that our business are you know has gone 
so far without anything it has improved we have approach so many people international 
people but because we don’t have enough cash flow we cant you know, go further 
(Elisabeth, 2011-05-04). 
 

According to our findings, the attitude towards bank loans and microfinances is pessimistic 
mainly due to the interest rate and the lending limits but also collateral requirements. The 
interviewees in consensus with Ellis et al. (2005, pp.44) and Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) 
say that the government in Kenya needs to invest in the textile industry as well as access to 
beneficial financial systems to develop women’s enterprises and the textile industry. Further, 
the latter authors also write that the banks in Kenya nowadays reject women because they are 
seen as risk adverse tending to loan smaller sums that are more costly than larger loans. 
However, the assumption that women tend to be risk adverse can be questioned since the 
female entrepreneurs interviewed for this report regard themselves as risk takers, though 
always considering decisions before acting.  
 
The most preferable financial system, according to the answers given by our interviewees, is 
to loan capital from family or friends to finance the business start-up. This way of managing 
the lack of personal financial resources has been a mutual variable among two of five 
respondents, whereas three respondents have been using their personal savings and/or by 
having parallel jobs to finance their business. Stevenson and St-Onge (2005) describe that 
women entrepreneurs have different access to financial support depending on their 
background circumstances, family savings, growth objective and if they meet collateral 
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requirements. Thus, circumstances such as family and friends’ support and their access to 
capital, make it easier for some women to start businesses than other, which is the case for 
two of five respondents.  

6.2.2 The Importance of Education and Knowledge 
According to IFC (2006) the educational level is correlated to the likeliness to start a business. 
The majority of the company owners in their research have gone beyond secondary level 
education and they also have the belief of having the needed management skills. In an 
agreement to this theory, this explains the interviewees’ achievements since every one of 
them have some sort of higher educational background. All the respondents in this report have 
attended schools outside of Kenya and they claim their education have helped them in their 
businesses’ start-up. Though, there is a difference among the respondents’ ways to finance 
their education. Elisabeth, Kathryn, Nushin and Victoria had financial support from their 
families whereas Sharmila had to work outside of school to be able to pay for the school fees 
and her living. She explains that it was all worth it since she believes education is crucial to 
receive career opportunities.  
 
However, it has been stated by our respondents that education in the textile and fashion sector 
in Kenya is of low quality. Nushin68 describes she therefore went to a school in Italy since she 
was not satisfied with the quality of the education in comparison to the price she paid. The 
lack of proper training in the textile sector is a barrier to enter the industry since education is 
correlated to business start-up, according to IFC’s report (2006). In that perspective, women 
with financial resources are more likely to overcome this obstacle since they can afford to 
attend schools abroad. Further, four of five respondents had this advantage whereas, as stated 
earlier, one respondent had to finance her education through work.  

6.2.3 Formal Work Experience 
An individual that starts a business do so of different motives. In the informal sector women 
tend to establish businesses because they lack other employment opportunities. Though, it is 
showed that women that have been working in a formal employment are more likely to start a 
business than those that have not got any work experience (IFC 2006). This was also 
confirmed in our study. David69 explains the benefits of former work experience: 
 

Ladies you know are not find at the top posts, there are like in the sales and marketing. 
They are not the managing directors. Ok, just that most ladies they, they don’t have that, 
what can I say, they have not been exposed to that large scale production. But when you 
go to this other shops now that are one that are producing is the textile for, which are sold 
locally, then the, you can find a lot, so many ladies, managing they own business (David, 
2011-04-06). 
 

All the interviewed entrepreneurs had work experience before their business start-ups (see 
appendix 1). Though, three of five respondents did not have any former experience in the 
textile industry. Hence, that was compensated with partnerships and employees possessing 
textile skills. The remaining two respondents have long experience in the textile- and fashion 
industry and also a textile educational background. Due to that they are not depending on 
other people’s skills neither to afford hiring employees. According to our findings, former and 
formal work experience has helped the respondents to succeed in starting their own 
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businesses. On the other hand, it is stated that textile skills are not required if the entrepreneur 
can afford an employee or prefer to have a partner.  

6.3 Intention 
The third element – intention, describes the entrepreneurs desire to start a business. There are 
different individual factors that motivate the respondents to become entrepreneurs.    

6.3.1 The Woman Entrepreneur’s Business Intention 
As stated earlier in this chapter, a shared variable among the interviewees is work experience, 
though their motivation factors differ. It has been stated by IFC (2006) that one benefit of 
running your own firm is that you are able to balance work and family responsibilities. 
Kathryn70 claims that it was the family situation that was the intention for her to start the 
business due to the flexibility of entrepreneurship. Elisabeth71 on the other hand, says she 
started her company when she was new in the country and needed an occupation whereas 
Victoria started her business as a hobby that later developed in to a full-scale company. 
Nushin’s intention was to make a difference and fill unfilled gaps in the market with her 
designs and Sharmila’s72 reason is her passion for art and fashion as well as the gratification 
to satisfy her customer’s preferences: 
 

I suppose arts, and for me my work should make a difference for someone. Even if it’s 
just a smile. It doesn’t have to pay me but a smile will do (Sharmila, 2011-05-01). 
 

The respondents’ intention differs but they have one motivation factor in common, which is to 
contribute to a better society. Social entrepreneurship and ethical and/or environmental 
friendly concern is their driving force that also works as the women’s business idea (see 
5.4.2).   

6.3.2 Having Growth Potential 
Regardless of the many obstacles women face, the female entrepreneurs are driven and 
resolute to grow their businesses. Their ambition is a frequent occurring factor in our research 
as well as in the findings presented by IFC (2006). The respondents express they have a vision 
to expand both within the country but also abroad. For some of them the international market 
is still a vision but for other it is already a fact i.e. Kathryn and Victoria who ships their 
products overseas and Sharmila who is known worldwide for her designs. Elisabeth73 
expresses that she has the intention to expand the company overseas and that she is keen to 
spread the African fashion globally: 
 

We want or business to grow and really to be out there to show the world that there are 
a lot of African things, it’s coming up slowly with a lot of other different designers 
including us (Elisabeth, 2011-05-04) 
 

Nushin74 expresses that it is an important factor to have a vision as well as the ambition to 
grow. She also stresses that she wishes to sell to markets abroad and make clothes for 
everyone and that the development of the Kenyan textile industry is what motivates her. The 
intention to export is also shared by Kathryn, who was not satisfied with only serving the 
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Kenyan market and therefore started to look for markets abroad. However, even though she 
has a will to grow, she does not want to loose the uniqueness of the handmade products, as 
can be a consequence of a large-scale production. Reverse, Victoria has growth plans and 
claims that her business can expand and easily triple the sales. Though, she is well aware of 
the issues that restrain the business growth i.e. the production speed, managing delegation 
problems and the lack of target marketing. Altogether, the interviewed entrepreneurs display 
that they are well aware of their businesses’ possibilities and limitations even though they do 
not have previous experience of running one.  

6.4 Exchange 
Exchange explains the firm’s interaction with its environment and is regarded as the most 
volatile element in the BRIE-model. We have identified marketing and communication as 
prerequisites for the actual business making. Also, selling methods and benefits from 
international trade are ways to increase sales and survive in the competitive marketplace.  

6.4.1 Marketing and Communicating the Business  
Having marketing skills is according to our findings an entrepreneurial management benefit. 
However, to use the right technique, an entrepreneur has to be aware of customers’ needs and 
demands so that the offerings can be attractive and bought (Wickham 2001, pp.54). One 
reason why Kenyan women entrepreneurs have had problems with marketing their products 
abroad is the lack of funding to be able to attend and/or participate in trade fairs and business 
events (IFC 2006). Our interviewees confirm this e.g. Elisabeth’s business was recently 
invited to a prospect fashion show in New York and Sharmila to one in London, but they 
explain that the question of money stopped them.  
 
Still, there are other ways to launch the business globally in a cost efficient way according to 
the respondents. One marketing advantages that three of the five entrepreneurs have 
experienced is to let their work be spread by others. Sharmila75 stresses that the word of 
mouth technique is highly effective. She describes that her designs mostly promote 
themselves and that her name therefore is recognised worldwide. Elisabeth76 also explains that 
it is the customers who stand for most of the company’s marketing. She clarifies that her 
clients are very loyal and always come back and help her promoting the products. Nushin77 
has as well a strong belief in marketing by the word of mouth as she is trying to sort out the 
customers’ requirements: 
 

And you also have to make it that someone really like it and then spread the words. 
Most of my orders have been coming because of word of mouth. I make something, 
someone sees it and likes it and then it goes on from there. So for me it has started 
slowly that way … So even you get to learn how the market is a bit more, what people 
like. And the more different things you do, I think the better you’ll be talked of, 
promoted by others (Nushin, 2011-04-04). 
 

Kathryn78 does rely on this marketing technique but illustrates the efficiencies of virtual 
marketing since her customer group is limited within Kenya and she wants to approach to a 
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bigger market outside of the country. She describes how she is able to market her products 
and communicate with her customer via Internet: 
 

Well, I work in quite a few different ways. So I just really started the web shop in 
October and I’m still trying to figure out marketing and all that kind of stuff and really 
learn how to use Google analytics to see what are people doing when they come to the 
site. But it’s been great, I mean I’ve had you know customers from Australia, from the 
States, from England (Kathryn, 2011-04-14). 
 

Additionally, Kathryn also takes advantage of opportunities given by the United Nation and 
their fair trade department. Through them she was introduced to a project with the fashion 
brand Max Mara and was able to increase sales. Victoria also uses Internet as a marketing 
channel but admits that she can use it even more. Besides that, she has received different 
awards due to the business’ environmental concern, which serves as a promoting channel. 
However, Victoria79 says that her company’s sales could have been much higher if she had 
used more aggressive marketing methods and access to capital: 
 

We have already been done ok. But if we were a bit more aggressive and a bit more 
focused in marketing I think we could do a lot, lot, triple better. But without doing any, 
you know the whole marketing and everything costs much money. So we are sort in a 
trapped situation. So what we are looking at doing is maybe get some more managing in 
to manage the production that will free me up with some more marketing and sales, 
once you generated greater sales you can put it back into the business (Victoria, 2011-
04-30).   
 

According to our findings, the respondents are using different marketing tools. Some of them 
have better access to financial resources and are therefore able to participate in trade fairs and 
events whereas other interviewees are using low cost techniques to promote their brand. It 
though seems clear that they are aware of the marketing impacts on sales and profit. Further, 
word of mouth appears to be shared marketing strategy among three respondents with poor 
financial resources since it is cost efficient.  

6.4.2 Selling techniques 
According to Katz and Green (2009), boundaries such as business location structure the rest 
of the elements and affect business performance. Kathryn and Victoria are selling their goods 
over the Internet, on the local market as well as through retailers in other countries. Due to 
this, they have widespread businesses that cover many different markets. In consensus with 
Katz and Green (2009), they have earned a greater growth potential than businesses with 
fewer selling locations. Thus, having access to markets both physically and virtually generates 
opportunities to women entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurs stress that they need knowledge in 
and access to Internet and technology to receive these opportunities. Sharmila is a well-known 
Fashion Designer in Kenya and also abroad but due to the lack of physical and financial 
resources as well as human capital she is not able to cover those markets since she cannot 
afford having a workshop, employees or a computer. Due to this circumstance her business 
does not have the same possibility to expand. However, Sharmila has managed to survive by 
making custom made products and by inviting people to her home. She is selling her designs 
in a small scale i.e. to a niche. Sharmila80 explains that despite of not having access to an 
outlet or workshops her clients find her and not the other way around and due to that she is 
able to manage her business but not making a fortune. Nushin is also experiencing the same 
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lack of resources and she uses the same strategy i.e. working from home and letting the 
customers come to her. However, they say that the clients would never find them if they did 
not have a good reputation. Elisabeth81 stresses that this is the key to her business success. 
Three respondents, Nushin, Elisabeth and Sharmila point-out that satisfied customers and the 
word-of-mouth are valuable selling- and marketing techniques in their businesses and that 
they in that manner have managed to survive in the competitive marketplace.   

6.4.3 Advantages from Export 
The trade liberalisation in Kenya has given women new opportunities to enter the formal 
sector. Ellis et al. (2007, pp.74) write that the opening up of the economy has benefited 
especially the flower, coffee and textile industries. They also state that these sectors have 
recovered due to increased exports to the United States of America through the AGOA 
agreement. On the other hand it has been stated earlier in this report, by Wanjala and Were 
(2009), that the trade liberalisation outrivals the domestic enterprises and that there are 
advantages as well as disadvantages followed by the Kenyan government’s decision. The 
interviewees have described that they are aware of the consequences caused by high import 
quotas on fibres, textiles and apparel. However, they are taking (or aiming to take) advantage 
from the possibilities of export e.g. Kathryn sells her products to different parts of the world 
and so does Victoria. Their businesses are widespread and Kathryn and Victoria use Internet 
and foreign retailers to promote their businesses. Kathryn82 explains that the domestic demand 
of her products is limited and that she therefore has to look for other markets to make profit. 
The other reason to export is that the local market in Kenya is not that green oriented, ethical 
or social. Both Kathryn and Victoria sell their products towards a niche market and therefore 
look for customers with similar values abroad to increase sales. Nushin83 also tries to take 
advantage of the trade liberalisation by becoming a part of the EPZ’s. She explains that she 
sees the benefits of selling tax- and quota free.  
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7 th Chapter – Success Factors 
This chapter covers a mapping of women entrepreneurial key success factors to overcome 
obstacles in the four prerequisite supportive variables; boundaries, resources, intention and 
exchange, when establishing a business in the Kenyan textile industry. The social- and 
cultural context was considered, since the circumstantial impact affects women’s way to 
overcome barriers. This presumption was in mind during the analytical process and when 
contextualising the Preliminary Model of Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial MSE’s. The 
entrepreneurial management skills to handle difficulties are discussed in detail below. 
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Fig. 4 Contextual model of Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial MSE’s, designed by the authors 

7.1 Being a Visionary and Opportunity Seeker 
We define a visionary and opportunity seeker as one who looks for solutions when facing 
difficulties. The textile market in Kenya has been mapped-out as dynamic and competitive. 
The current situation has affected the entrepreneurs who have acclimatised their businesses to 
be able to survive in the marketplace. The respondents have shown an aptitude to see 
opportunities even when facing difficulties as they continue carry out their ideas despite of 
obstacles. The second hand market has affected the industry but the entrepreneurs have found 
ways to avoid its influences. One of the respondents is outstanding since she takes advantage 
of its benefits by buying low cost fabrics at the second hand market and uses it as raw 
material in the production. The other respondents have managed its impact by competing in 
other customer segments. Another way to survive in the competitive marketplace is to take 
advantage of the liberalisation of trade by exporting. This opportunity has given some of the 
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respondents possibilities to expand their markets and increase sales, as the domestic market is 
limited. Even though not every one of the respondents exports, they all indicate that they have 
growth potential and a wish to expand outside of the country since it can help them in 
growing their businesses. In Kenya the education and training level is diverse among women, 
also the information supplied from government and organisations do not reach everyone. For 
that reason, skills to define opportunities can be of big importance as stated by Wickham 
(2001) regarding effective entrepreneurial management skills.  
 
Being a visionary has been a supportive characteristic when looking for opportunities in the 
problematic process of starting a business as this has been a shared motivation factor among 
the respondents and a reason to keep on struggling. Another mutual factor is that they are 
trying to make a difference in the society by combining their business activities with social 
responsibilities. In that way they fulfil their own interest and at the same time contribute to the 
development of Kenya which is in accordance with Wickham (2001, p.3) who describes that 
creating change is often the factor that drives entrepreneurs. Three of the respondents stressed 
that there are customers that are keen to buy products with eco-and ethical concern and from 
that they started to build their companies.  
 
Since there is a lack of higher educational training within the textile sector in Kenya two 
respondents looked for opportunities to go to fashion- and textile Universities abroad. In that 
manner they received knowledge in the industry, which according to our findings has been 
beneficial when establishing businesses. Another aspect where one respondent have shown a 
solution seeking skill is in the process of trade marking and protecting her designs. This 
procedure demands knowledge, time and money but has been managed in a less resource 
costly action as the interviewee constantly renew the products’ designs. In that manner she is 
able offer unique products and stay differentiated in the competitive market. Altogether, being 
a visionary and an opportunity seeker with the customer focus in mind are shared factors that 
have been successful and encouraging in the respondents’ ways to overcome obstacles. 

7.2 Fighter Instinct 
We have distinguished a shared characteristic in the entrepreneurs’ actions and statements, 
which is their fighter instinct. The fighter instinct is defined as an entrepreneurial quality to 
continuously strive to reach goals despite of difficulties along the way. Obstacles and failures 
in fact, are not seen as anything bad but as natural consequences of being a business owner 
according to the respondents. They stressed that it is important to have let downs and that they 
find the struggling process as a part of their learning curve as they constantly acquire new 
knowledge from them, whereas they succeed or not. This approach, in accordance with 
Wickham (2001), also explains that the entrepreneurs find opportunities where other see 
chaos or confusion and that they are looking for solutions instead of becoming blinded by the 
negative aspects. In this perspective obstacles do not restrict the women entrepreneurs as they 
find ways to tear them down. Though, it has been illustrated that the respondents are fighters 
and risk takers but always considering the ventures before acting.  

7.3 Find a Niche 
A niche is a submarket where the focus is to satisfy a certain group of customers with unique 
products. This is the method used by the respondents. They have survived in the textile 
marketplace in Kenya by differentiating their products towards their competitors. Some of 
them offer custom made products and other make products to customers with eco- and/or 
ethical concern. Also, their engagement to make a difference in the society is a way to attract 
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consumers. Thus, they stay competitive and are not e.g. affected by the second hand 
industry’s impact on the industry. As the entrepreneurs have found a niche, they have shown a 
creative and innovative mind-set to find unfilled gaps in the market and fill them with value 
propositions. Two of the respondents have also expanded their markets and increased sales 
when they started to look for markets with similar preferences abroad. Due to this, selling 
towards a niche has been supportive to the women entrepreneurs in the textile industry in 
Kenya but also overseas. This way of making business refers to Wickham’s (2001) belief that 
the entrepreneurial process involves creating value and that the element of exchange is 
considered as a prerequisite to business survival. Overall, offering niche products is a shared 
strategy to stay competitive and establish businesses in the competitive marketplace.   

7.4 Counterbalance Missing Knowledge 
Counterbalance missing knowledge is outlined as an ability to compensate for absent 
experience within a certain field in the business. The lack of education or practise in the 
textile industry can appear to be a barrier to enter the industry, but is something that the 
established women entrepreneurs have managed to bypass. Their lack of textile knowledge 
has been counterbalanced with other people’s expertise, either by working together with a 
partner possessing this knowledge or by hiring skilled labours. However, to map-out strengths 
and weaknesses, as well as to be aware of the existing and absent resources in the business 
has shown to be a shared entrepreneurial aptitude. The respondents have counterbalanced 
their missing knowledge e.g. the entrepreneurs knew their limitations in the cumbersome 
company registration process and decided to get help from their surrounding or accept the 
cost of hiring someone with that expertise. One respondent explained that hiring someone is 
sometimes less resource demanding than doing it yourself since the registering procedure is 
burdensome and time consuming and that the time that can be spent on other activities in the 
business.  

7.5 Effective Use of Limited Resources 
An effective use of limited resources is defined as an entrepreneurial skill to maximise the 
outcome of the available assets in the company. Lack of access to credit has been pointed-out 
as a variable that restrain women from growing their businesses. Though, the entrepreneurs 
have managed to overcome the financial barrier by successively expand their businesses by 
making small investments as the firm perform. Some of the respondents are also selling over 
the Internet and through retailers since it is less costly than having an outlet. In these ways, 
they can manage having limited financial resources and produce and sell their goods in a more 
cost efficient way.  
 
Another financial aspect that has been brought up is the cost of production. It is very 
expensive to buy raw material in the country. In a way to manage this dilemma the 
respondents are sourcing outside of Kenya to decrease the costs and to receive the most out of 
their purchases since they have limited budgets. Then, to effectively use the raw material such 
as fabric, they think about limiting the waste and to cut the fabric efficiently. If there are any 
leftovers they e.g. use it as linings in bags or they come up with new products they can sell. 
They are also aware of the high electricity cost impact on the bottom line why they are 
sharing business locations with other and/or are working from home in a manner to reduce the 
expenses. The use of family members’ expertise to overcome obstacles along the way has 
been a shared factor among the entrepreneurs. This acting has been a way to e.g. avoid the 
cost of hiring a lawyer in the registering process. The respondents that did not have the 
knowledge them selves or were surrounded by people willing to help them when registering 
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the firm managed the obstacle by doing it personally as they considered it as time consuming 
but cost saving. The need for effective use of limited resources has also been exemplified 
when the respondents explained how they are managing their employees. They stated that 
they are trying to maximise the outcome of every employee by letting the worker use his/her 
skills in the work. In that way the employees are able to improve and give the best from them 
selves. According to our findings, having access to capital is not the vital key to women’s 
business start-ups as the entrepreneurs have managed to overcome the financial barrier by 
using the available resources effectively.  

7.6 Skill to Manage Employees and Unsupportive Surroundings 
The skill to manage employees and unsupportive surroundings has been a shared quality 
among the respondents who have shown strong belief in them selves in their actions and 
statements when facing difficulties in their social- and/or cultural context. The respondents 
stressed that it is not necessary to have every ones support if you have an idea and driving 
force. It is hard to find investors that are willing to sponsor businesses in the textile- and 
fashion industry but through hard work and by starting with a small-scale production it is 
possible to overcome this obstacle i.e. the entrepreneur, in that manner, become independent 
and do not need to be concerned about having supportive surroundings. Another dilemma that 
can be solved by having the skill to manage employees and unsupportive surrounding is when 
managing male employees. One respondent stated that men do not like taking directions from 
women why she explained that it is an important quality to be determinant and convincing. 
She also said that it is beneficial to get their trust as that makes the delegation process easier. 
Three respondents have not experienced this problem since they have only employed women 
whereas one entrepreneur stresses she gives directions to both men and women and that she 
has to guide them constantly through their work. A shared approach among the entrepreneurs 
is to seek to motivate the workers as they, in that manner, have experienced that the 
employees perform better. In their actions they are all trying to maximise the outcome of their 
human resources as a higher degree of commitment increases the productivity and develops 
the business. The skill to manage employees and unsupportive surrounding can therefore have 
a positive impact when establishing a business.  

7.7 Networking Skill 
We viewed the networking skill as a factor that enhances business performance since it 
provides the business with information and strengthens the firm’s position in the marketplace 
as well as functions as a channel to promote the brand and increase business sales. Different 
marketing- and selling channels are used but Internet and/or the word-of-mouth are shared 
strategies that are considered cost efficient among the entrepreneurs with limited capital. 
Another shared communication- and information tool that is cost efficient is social 
networking as it provides the business with information about e.g. regulation changes and also 
strengthens the micro or small firm through joint bargaining power. Except from informal 
networks, formal associations have been positively linked to overcome obstacles. One 
respondent is a member of a formal network that e.g. provides her business with assistance 
services in the exporting process and also lobbying. Formal associations are costly although 
supportive when establishing a business whereas the low cost networking techniques save 
costs and are shared methods to overcome the financial barrier in the business start-up.  
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8 th Chapter - Conclusions and Implications 
This last chapter summarises the report’s outcome and presents implications. We also 
encourage to future research in the field of women entrepreneurs of Kenya.  
 
The purpose of this research was to map out key success factors for women entrepreneurs in 
the textile industry of Nairobi, Kenya by studying how established female business owners 
have managed to overcome obstacles when establishing companies. Our intention was to 
display their individual achievements through considering their social- and cultural contexts. 
Although, we aimed to explain the key success factors that are shared among the respondent, 
we found that there is not a single entrepreneurial way of overcoming obstacles when starting 
a company in the textile industry in Kenya. Managing a company in Kenya is like driving on 
a bumpy road, as there are many difficulties on the way when realising the business idea. Due 
to the respondents’ individual situations and unequal structural and supportive variables their 
management characters and skills differ. However, we have been able to point out some 
shared, both individual and structural influences, that have affected their entrepreneurial 
opportunities and their businesses achievements. The result from our field study has revealed 
that there is a need to modify the Preliminary Model of Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial 
MSE’s (fig.3), since there are some missing skills as well as supportive factors that have not 
been elucidated in previous research. We have contextualised the model and named it 
Contextual model of Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial MSE’s (fig.4). 
 
First, the women entrepreneurs have all chosen to establish businesses in a niche marketplace 
in a way to differentiate their products in the competitive textile industry. This has been stated 
as a manner to overcome the barrier to enter the market. Our findings also illustrate that the 
women are creative and innovative since they have found a gap and filled it with a value 
proposition. Their social networks have been helpful, especially to the entrepreneurs with 
limited capital, since they do not require financial investments. Overall, the entrepreneurs 
have shown skills to enhance business performance despite of limited resources. This skill has 
been effective, as the business’ assets must be used efficiently. Another supportive element 
when considering the obstacle of having limited financial assets is that the entrepreneur’s 
networking skill has been positively correlated to business performance. 
 
It has also come to our awareness that missing knowledge in the textile industry is not a 
barrier to enter the marketplace since it can be counterbalanced with other people’s skills. The 
women have clarified that they have the desire and vision to become an entrepreneur. They 
have shown a strong belief in them selves and also a driving force to keep on struggling 
despite of obstacles. We have found that these talents encourage the entrepreneur to look for 
solutions and opportunities even when facing difficulties. They are not afraid of failures 
instead they value mistakes as lessons to learn from. Also, having patience and being 
receptive to the dynamic and unpredictable environment, as in the Kenyan textile industry, is 
a shared quality when establishing a company and succeed in growing a business.  
 
As stated earlier, the social and cultural contexts influence women’s opportunities. The 
support from the surroundings has been illuminated as a barrier for many Kenyan women to 
enter the formal sector, hence assistance and encouragement from others have shown not be 
necessary but supportive, as it makes the entrepreneurial process flow smoother. A factor that 
facilitates entrepreneurship is having access to credit as the company owner, with financial 
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resources, can spend more time on focusing on the business’ core activities. Having the 
capital needed to run a firm makes it easier to start-up a business, hence this report’s findings 
map-out that capital is not crucial to women entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurial characteristics 
and the intention to run a business have been clarified to counterbalance the lack of 
investment possibilities as the women have found other ways to manage financial dilemmas.  
 
Our research has its limitations but provide anchors for future research. Initially, our findings 
include five women entrepreneurs’ management skills to overcome obstacles in the business 
start-up. Due to this, our result cannot be general and illustrates every Kenyan female 
business owner’s aptitude to manage dilemmas. The strength with our findings is that we have 
used an inductive approach to expose new insight and relationship in this field of study. Next, 
the report does not include the Jua Kali i.e. micro enterpriser, since our aim was to map-out 
shared factors among the established entrepreneurs in the formal sector. We urge for future 
research in the field of the Jua Kali’s entrepreneurial key success factors as this can be tested 
in comparison to our findings and elucidate connections that our research does not cover. 
Moreover, as our study is limited to the women entrepreneurs’ perspectives we have not been 
able to incorporate other aspects on entrepreneurial key success factors. Due to our limitation 
we encourage future research to contribute with studies of the governments’ approach on 
entrepreneurship in the textile industry as its lack of investments in the industry has been 
questioned.  
 
Even though the respondents have been able to overcome the financial barrier it is a 
commonly known problem that many women in Kenya lack access to capital and that 
financial resources make the start-up process easier. In comparison to the established 
entrepreneurs that tend to be risk takers, the women that are less likely to take risks can 
benefit from a new lending institute that encourages entrepreneurial ideas and provides 
females with training and mentoring since our respondents have revealed a demand of support 
and coaching. Furthermore, education and knowledge are aspects that have been pointed-out 
as supportive by the respondents. Educational and former background in the textile industry 
has not been a prerequisite in this study, though it is beneficial to have this experience, as 
those entrepreneurs do not need to have financial resources to acquire human capital. The 
commercial banks do offer loans but the interest rate is high and they also demand collateral, 
which few females have according to our findings. There are also several micro-loan institutes 
but the lending limits restrain women to further extend their businesses. Due to this reasoning, 
we call for more research in the field of an institute where finance, training and mentoring are 
integrated, since it has been illustrated that the Kenyan women have the handicraft skills but 
lack financial resources and management skills to become entrepreneurs in the formal textile 
sector. We believe that assistance of this kind can increase the number of registered 
companies, which consequently can contribute to the welfare of Kenya.   
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Appendix 1 
 
Name: David 
Age: 30-40 
Gender: Male 
Marital Status: Single 
Family: Nuclear 
Place of Birth: Kenya 
Education: Bachelor Degree in Technology, Textile Engineering 
Former work experience: Textile, Intellectual property rights, Youth affairs 
Professional role: Assistant Executive Officer at KAM 
Experience in the textile industry: Since 2005 
Entrepreneurial family background: Yes 
 
 
Name: Elisabeth 
Age: 30-40 
Gender: Female 
Marital Status: Married 
Family: Two Children 
Place of Birth: Uganda 
Education: Bachelor Degree in Accounting 
Former work experience: Accountant 
Professional role: Business Owner  
Experience in the textile industry: Since 2005 
Entrepreneurial family background: No 
 
 
Name: Kathryn 
Age: 30-40 
Gender: Female 
Marital Status: Married 
Family: Two Children 
Place of Birth: USA 
Education: Bachelor Degree in Rhetoric 
Former work experience: Media in New York, Teacher in Nairobi 
Professional role: Business Manager  
Experience in the textile industry: Since 2002 
Entrepreneurial family background: Yes 
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Name: Nushin 
Age: 20-30 
Gender: Female 
Marital Status: Single 
Family: Mother, father, sister and brother 
Place of Birth: Kenya 
Education: Art studies in Nairobi and Bachelor Degree in Fashion Design, Italy. 
Former work experience: Shop Manager 
Professional role: Fashion Designer 
Experience in the textile industry: Her whole life 
Entrepreneurial family background: Yes 
 
 
Name: Sharmila 
Age: 20-30 
Gender: Female 
Marital Status: Single 
Family: Mother, father, three sisters 
Place of Birth: Kenya 
Education: Master, Jewellery and Fashion Design, Fine Art in United Kingdom 
Former work experience: Event Coordinator, Head of Department Art and Design. 
Professional role: Fashion- and jewellery Designer 
Experience in the textile industry: Her whole life 
Entrepreneurial family background: Yes 
 
 
Name: Victoria 
Age: 40-50 
Gender: Female 
Marital Status: Separated 
Family: One child 
Place of Birth: Kenya 
Education: Environmentally Science and Marine Conservation in Europe and South Africa 
Former work experience: Marine Research at WWF 
Professional role: Business Manager 
Experience in the textile industry: Since 1999 
Entrepreneurial family background: Yes 
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